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MSTBACT - .. I 
/ 
The current technological revolutio~ has produced 
the need _.. to find more efficieqt ways .of recording a~d 
storing lnforma~ion. The latest technological advancemflJl,t-
for ~writer is th~ computer. This new medi~m permits 
th~ writer to get ~ords .into print quickly and·e~sily while · 
. . . . ...~ .. 
facilitating more eff'ective revision. ' . . . 
...... ... . 
. - ~ -· 
• ' • l ~ 
.. . . 
This research~r surveyed adult educators acrosQ C,anada 
. - . -- . 
to determine if and how the computer 'is being used as a 
. . 
·writing tool .in adult."education cla.sses. The data for 
I • • 
.~he study wdcol·le'cted by means o~: mailed .. questJ.o~naires. 
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---
Respoiises .... ~.er..e_ tabulated from .. ..b..o.tb users and non-usei:.s __ .....__ _ _ 
1 ,: . • ~p- . ' 
I 
. . 
o{ the computet:• .· Although only 29\ of those 'responding 
were using computers: in their writing classes, the 
results were p.ositive. It ·w~s rep~rted that ad~lte· 
generally enjoy using the computer and that the ease of 
-
revision whi9h • the c·omputer allowed actually improved 
--c-· 
both the students' writing and thei,r ·att·itude towa.rd 
--writing • . . ·.- - . 
Provided Jn this study .is a 16 week module fo.r ·adui't·\; 
learners~ O~fered_in _ this module are wrlting exer9ises 
based on informatic~m- gathered 'from the·s~rvey and on id.eas . 
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Reading tpaketh. a _ful.l 'man, Conf~_rence 
~a r~y !Dan, and Writi~g an exact man. 
· -""' · . · (Fr·ancis Bacon) 
' .. .. 
••': I 
··. ,, 
· .. . . 
,. ,. 
. Wh~t is · Writing? ~dting has- · b~en defined as. a . • ./ 
: f'system· ;;~: human i~terc:iommunication by means of co~ve~tional / / ·· 
~·::· . · .. 
;: . : 
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·rqa~ks·  (G~lh·, 1969, p.l2). ~istoric~lly, wri.ti.ng J~as· 
taken many forms. Primitive man . drew symbols"' on cave 
"" walla. Mo~e~n man uses the- li.ghte'd dots on a cathode 
b ( C T ) ~· i 1 known. as the ray tu e . .R • . • .~:;?en, more ~ mp Y . 
comput~r, to aid in the·: .t(r i ting process. 
A b~~ef look at a h-istory· of writing as outlined 
- . ' . 
Tuchudi and Tuchu.di ( 198.4 >' reveals much of the 
. ~ . . . . 
. e~olutiona.ry nature of the writing process. 
., 
'Witor:y qf· Writing· 
( . 
In his earliest attempts at communica~ing .v~sual~y, 
., 
primitive man used drawings to tran~mit his ideas • 
In the int'erveni~g years, ~he drawings lost the! r 
• 
I . ,.I';, . .. 
. .. 
"" ... ~ . 
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r • 
clear - definition and we~e modified and changed into 
simpler forms. Somewher~ around 3000-2000 B.c., these 
ideograms became more widely used. These markings were 
symbo~s · in which ~ · rough sketch represented not just a 
single ' object but several related ideas. For example, 
. . . I 
a picture of the sun might also .mean day, good weather, 
. ' . 
or the east. 
·'·· . 
The next · stage in the .. deve'lopmen·t of wt'iting, the ~ ·' 
curi~iform system, o.ccur red in Sumeria aro.und - 3 50 0 • 
I .. ... o • • ' • • 
a.c·~ At this . time,' ~eop~e used marks ma~e ~¥ pres~ing 
. · ~ wedge-shaped stylus or marking tool into wet · clay • 
• ~hese symb~ls came to ~~resent specific words in the 
~poken la~guage. -- ~ .. 
. . 
A ·furthet important development took place in 
Phoenicia·. t The· Phoenic . ians a~ap~ed ea.rlie~ writing . 
systems, using marks to represent not whole words, ' 
I ..,.._ . 
but individual sounds in their lang.uae~· . 'l'h,rou'gh 
lett~'r ·~~mbolS, the J?hoenicia~s could ul~ 22 s~.t.ols , 
in place of thousands of pictur~s. 
\ .,.....-
The modification of tlte alphabeb to the point at 
• 
which we can re.cognize the let~€rs came through ,thejreeks 
. . . 
and Romans. The Greeks borrowed ·the-•Phoeni9ian alphabet, 
. 
adopted 19 of ,these symbols and -' added some of t;heir 
. . 
l .. ? 
• 
J' 




























own to create a 24 letter alphabet. The Romans then 
took that basic ·system of alphab-et writing and carried 
it ~hrough their par~ of the world as the written 
form of their l~nguage, Latin • . 
The technolog~ ~f ~1ting ·h~s a,lso steadi.ly evo~veC!. 
Fo~ the ~aveman, writing on walls meant using charcoal 
- . . ). . . 
and paints laboriously created from materials· in his 
immediate env.ironment: ~ot only was the process a slow 
\ 
one~ but written· ideas were- rooted to . the cave walls. · 
.. 
In the cuneiform system, . printing on a clay tablet 
with a stylus remaine~ very slow. and cumbersome. . In 
~gypt, wr 1 t _ten language wa!3 used only by priests who 
·had access to . t.he mate~·ials and ~he . $lave labor to 
create writing. This writing was carved ·in s~ne, 
. 
which ·itself allowed little room for error. Later, 
. ~ 
_. 




. which• were better a.nd· l.lgn.te~: writing materials. ,. ... ,. . 
. . 
. . . 
. -~ 
Then, about the first century· A.D., the Chine11.e ·developed 
' . 
paper. 
With · the development of pencil and pap&r, · wr~ing 
became easler, faster, and more easily .shared. 
( 
However, 
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chore for many people. The invention of the typewriter 
eliminated the laborious task of writing by hand, 
made the printed word more legible, and provided ' the 
advantage of speed· in getting words on paper~ 
. . . 
. The cu-rrent tec~~olo'9ical re~olutlon .has·. produced 
. 
-- the · need to find yet more efficient ways of recording, 
\. 
' \ ., . . . 
' . ~" . 
. · ~ 
~ ....... ... . 
' ' 
storing and . making . availatile information • . Thuff, _the 
0 • , • 0 , 
' . 
ratest t~chnological a~v~ncem.nt for 'he write~ i~ 
the cQmput~r. Tllis -n'ew '11\edium · not only a ·llows ·the 
writer to get words into print quickly and easily·, it 
. ' 
algo · fa~ilitates more effective revisions, thereby 
' 
. 
removing the necessity oJ rewriting the· entire. text 
when changes are to be ma~ in the original writing. 
~ ' -
Need for Computer-Assisted Writing Progra~a , 
This thesis focuses on the use of the compute·r 
• in the teaching of writing~ Although the concept is 
. ' 
still relatively new in the field of adult education, 
a number of community· colleges across Canada· are trying 
. "' -.. .. ,. 
this new medium in their writing class~s ~nd are aCh~1vi_ng · 
positive results. A survey conduc.ted by this researcher. \ . . - ~ . 
~bows that comput~r users ahd non-users alike felt that 
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write. Adult educators ·who are using the computer as a 
I 
. 
wr i ti.!l~ tool report that l'earners generally enjoy. the 
. " ··1 \ . . -
writing· process .~nd ·tha·t the qua.lity of students' work 
r. 













. - ~ ·. .... . .. . . . 
..... , : .r~ './ ·.~•·· ~,. ·: }_, ·: ... 
' . 
improves• The ease of revisi~n . which ~be ·~q~puter 
allows has eased th.e. re~ctance of lear>!lers 'to rewr;ite 
their work and has. ~ad.e them more. willing pa.-: .~ic~.pants . 
within . the instructional pro·cess. 
. . 
/ / . 
A review· of the literature on the use of .computers 
in · writing 'programs will show that this 'new ~echno~ogy 
has .tieen use4 effectively as an aid in adult writing. 
programs. At present, neither the 'community college 
~ . .... 
nor ' the vocational sch.ools in Newfoundland have a-
-teaching module in p~ace which focuses s'pecifically 
I ; 
on computer-assisted writing. Since we are preparing 
student~ for a te~bnological society, -and since co,puterl! -
in ad~lt writi ng 'classes 'have proven to be both mof'fvating 
" 
" 
and effective , this researcher feels · that the need · 
exists fo~ ·the ~nst.allation of such a pr,<?,9r.am • 
The following section will introduce the. te~hno- .. 
• 
logical requirem.ents essential to the inco~poration 
of a nfi process for the instru~tion of writing within . 
. . . '· -- . 
the context of the· -adul t education system.·· 
. .. . 
· ....... :·' ' '•.,: ~ ' . ~ : ~ .. '•.· . . . . . .. -
I ' 
.- ·. ~- .'\ 
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• The Components of the COmputer System 
A computer system requires several' basic c;omp~ments. 
Each system must confain& 
l. the comp.uter itself, 
2.--- a devi·ce to tl'ansmit information a~d commands . 
_...... .. . 
. , : 
to the computer (al .though a cassette · can be 
. . 
use~, the most common device is the keyboard) , 
... • :'lo 0 
3 · -- a device known as a .d.i$k drive to read and 
record _information stored on disks,· 
4. 
s . 
some mea·ns -of storing information - a disk 
"\ \ 
or a cassette, 
a\ monitor (T . v. screen) to display the material 
being processed , 
6. a pripter which wiJ.,lgive a copy of he.written 
work. ·~ This copy:'.r is known as a bar copy. For 
rougVdrafts, ' a dot matrix printer will serve' 
the putpose. · However, · a letter qua ity printer 
is ne~essary for final drafts. 
--
\.. 
Those components which make 
are known as the hardware. 
system 
The type of 
and most useful 
.. 
.. ; 
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---,co~puter system. This type o~~ system can stand alone; 
.--- .. 
that is, it is Ji"ot connected with: a central comput~r 
housed in another location. This type of system i~ 
~ery reliable., and ' it is relatively ch~ap to !~·stall • 
• • ? 1 
Software package~ are readily av~ilable·, either ~rom 
the system'·& manufacturer or from various software firms·. 
. - . . 
.·Softwore .. ·: 
1 •software•. is a collective t~rm for the se~s of 
instructions that tell the hardware what to. do. Individual 
. 
, sets of instructions are called •·Prqgrams• (Flueg·elman 
___ _....,. ... 
& ...Hew,s., 1983, p.28). -
~: 
·· The software package which i s central to wr-iting 
. ' o~ - the computer is the .· word processing program. Word 
7 
'processi~;··~of-tw~·r·e .... ·al-lows written communication of 
all ~sorts .to be e~sil; ·g·e·~;~·~~·~~j';::·· ·p-roof·r.ea.~, prlnted, 
., and revised. .No longer is it ~~ces~·ary to · ·~~-~yp·e· .. ·o·r-.. ...... .. 
--rewrite many page's of a man~script. Many working 
,~ .. • r 
hours ~hich would- normally be devoted to rewr.~tes can 
-- . 
be sa~ · 
For those who· are unfamiliar with the system, a 
description of word-processing capabilities ·is warranted. · 
Bi tter• ·and Camuae- c 1.984) outline the capabllites of 
---- .. 
such .a program. 
( 
I 
........ . . 
··-............ "'"""' ...... .. 
' . 
. . 
···(·~-;.;:- ; :  . :·t.:: .... ~~- ·.: :'.:.:;.-.. ~.'.·:' · .. ~ .. · ..  ··~~- ' -! • .. :. ··.-... •. ,.~ ·.;: , : ·.. . . '~' ,' ·(1 . ... ,.,.. " ;<"'~_.;.: . . • " · ~ l.· ·L · . ~ ... ~: "' ., ... #' -. : . .:. •. 
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- The computer scr~eo serves as a bla~k sheet of paper, 
and .tt~e text is typed·, using the computer . keyboard. 
Insertion and deletion ef chara~ter~s r words; li~es 1 and 
even paragraphs can be done wi~ . the touch·· of. one or 
. 
8 
two keys. This means that ~i.stak~s can be . very ·~~ally 11 
corrected . \' 
., 
feature allbws ~he wri ter -to enter. 
.. · \ ' The . Wa;Ow.r~o.:d~~~L-o~~w..,r,~~a~'p 
. . 
long paragraphs without ever ·pressing the · return key. 
.... . 
• ., • . ' I • 
The· 'computer .makes certain that no word exceeds the 
.. 
. ' . 
right-hand margin,' automatically t:>ringing words that 
. .. ' 
• ' • # I ' 
·-
are ·too lengthy down to the. next ~ line. No attention~------------
need be paid to margi~ liml~tions when enterin~ text • 
........ 
This ~n itself- is a time saver~ 
' 
_ At i~tervals, and· after~ pie~e of writing has b'en 
-- ~ . . . . . . . -
compl~tely ent-ered, the user saves his/her writing by . · 
usi~g a s~ecial .. c~mmand. This means that the work 
will be saved . on a storage ,.disk ~uid ·ca~ be recalled 
• 1"'\ ., 
w~enever needed. Before saving a piece of worrf it is 
' 
necessary to give the file a name~ for identification 
and recall purposes . 
-. 
· · ·· .... . Now, let's assume that a student has entered his/her 
• "''•' ' I * 
coJDposltlori·, .... sav~d it on 8 disk·, .and received a. ~rinted 
. . . .. 
\ I • 
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and wishes to make revisions. This i~ where a word-pro-
' 
cessing_ program can mate a tremendous difference, no 
. . 
labo~io'us rewriting .. ' is -required~ . 
· .By using a simpie command~ the 'writer cal~s his/her 
. . 
piece of w'rlting from .t:.he storage disk.., and it . is .• 
displayed ~n ~he ·. computer . screen re~4Y- for. revisions. 
. 
The ·w.riter· is no,_, f r ee to make deletions, insertions, 
-paragraph-moves and surface corrections. The word wrap 
• 
feature insures that addil\9 or- d~letirtg sentences 'and 
words will not . i _nterfere W·ith_· ~~-~ct parl!graph and 
. . 




titles can be automatically ·centered. When all changes 
have been made, the·user can save his/per work and 
9 
.... f' ., 
print the. revised ~anuscript. 
• ' • f • 
'Students wili find that~use of word processing-
~oft~~re cah .greatly add to . their pz:oductivi ty and to 
. . 
. . . . 
the .quality 9f the final draft of writing. . . 
There are three other software packages that are 
.. . 
- ·, ~~:eful to student writers~ On~ such program is a spelling 
. , . . ::/ . . 
checker ~hich allows the student-co compare the words . 
in his/her written composition with the. program's 
I 
dictionary·. Any word . that does not conform exactly 
u ~ 
/ r' ~ 
. ' 
" . 
-- . . \~: ·· .. ~ ':'.~,:;:.,:::; ~:;: . ~.- ·.,. .· ' ·. ' . . ~ · . ·. ~h.~;. ·~··"'" -~ ~~ ...... :.. : .. • . .~ . ' . ·' ,:·,· · .. 0" ( .. .. ~ . ' :. . .. • . ...... ' •J, . \• .. ': . ' •• • ' ·' • • . ~ .. 
~ .. , . 
• 
r 
.. . . 
,, 
' .. . :. ,~·:. . 
.,. 
10 
to a word in the dictionary is marked oy the program -
and ·shown to the student on the scr~en. The student 
t;en has the option of letting ·the wbrd remain as · is 
. ~· I 
or cor.recting ·it and savin~ .. tHe correc\ ed . ve~s~on. 
~n ~w: :~::~onary program ~~n !~prove a rud~n~. 8 wrl tlng 
First, it catches typos ana lets 
. . I 
the student concent~;ate on getting ~· \ 
the words down without ·stopping 
l 




minutes. Secondly, the piogram 
displays , every wor~ i't doesn't 
recogniz~. Since the student h&s 




word, he .may even~ua~ly learn the~ 
correct spelling. 
· ~ 1Flu~gelman and Hewes, -1983, p. 133) 
... 
' . 
As well . as the Spelling Checker, there is.· also available 
' . 
a thesaurus on disk which 1 ists synonyms for many common. 
words. 
'> 
Another program which c.an contr; ibute to bett·er 
IIJ,j . --· 
writing is a grammar-check· program. A vat~ety of 
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programs are available which check the students.• writing 
. . 
for . structural err'ors and · ~ighl ight these mistakes for 
/ 
the student. Because errors ---are only located by the 
• . I . 
computer and not corrected, individuals have a guided 
l~arning e_!E~rience of editing and completing a grammatical-
·lY .correct composition. I I· 
. 
The Writing·Centre 
An ideal situation in any writing centre would 
be to have one computer per student. However, this 
wo.uld be a costly venture and most schools would be 
-
unable to provide - such facilities . Since students in 
( 
the writing centre may sometimes work in pairs, and 
since not all students will be using .. ' the_ computers at 
., 
the same time, a class of 20 could easily be accommodated 
in a . .)lriting centre equipped -with: 
a m_inimunu of 10 microcomputers, 
one. large m'onitor for demonstration purposes, 
. I 
a minimum of one high speed, 'dot matrix printer 
. . 
and one letter quality printer, 
a good range of software selec·ted with students• 
needs in mind-. .--
• • 
Timetabling ~for the use of the writing centre should 
be structu.red· to accommodate designated periods ~f · 
_,__ . 
. . . 
-
. , · .. . 
. ..... • ~ .. •• t i.."' \• i:· ' ( . ..... :; · .... -'t':_ · ·- ~-t~· .i. ... ...... : ~· ·~< -·'~· ... " :" •~ .: ·, .: ·::: • , 
,; ~ • •• ; .. l • .·1·. . . 
... -. -~~;~ 
. -~ . 
--· 
• I 
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' ~ . ~~-.. 
... ~;;:,...-
.... ~ -
instruction -and pra·d~ for ptudents in ~riting courses. 
. " The emphasis here would be on editing and revising. 
~ . 
During un~ssigned periods andt after school hour_!!-the 
. 
writing centre could ·be utilized by students who wish 
• 
to do extra work ~r to complete assign+ on _thrcbmputer. 
....... ·- . 
Stages of Writing 
. . 
In order to understand how the computer can facilitate 
. . 
the writing process, it is necessary to explain the 
stages of writing and show how they are compatible with 
the technology. West, Bailey and Wood. (1981), outline 




-·~ 4. editing, 
5. writing and proofreading !'inal· copy, 




All stages of writing s~ill ocs.tu-W~ting is · 
done on the computer. Howeve0he computer .. changes 
the way each. st~p in handled, ~specially ·the revis-ing, 
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. During the prewritinq stag~, the student spendp 
Brainstor.ming, listing,· freewriting, 
- ----- I .., a considerab,le amount of time _thinking about what 
' . J . . 
he/~ewants t.owr ite. 
~ 
dreaming, and t~lking with . friends ar~ all strateg' ies 
I, 
'· 
which are used· to find ideas (Crist, w., 1984; Schwartz, 
L. , • 1993) • <This stage of writing is perhaps done as 
. . 
. 
eabily by pen al).d paper as with a computer. However, 
, 
·: ~ 
_... ... . 
according to Myers (~986) ., there are software progra~s 
av·ailable that present ·a aeries of questions to bl! 
an~wered which will assist writers ·in the initial 






our ing this st:age, the writer uses t ·he ideas 
- -
generated in the P.rew·titing stage to write a. rough 
• 
draft. The computer can be helpful at this stage • 







fit• • • 
__ao he/ilie can get ideas out on the ,screen quick'.ly \ 
\ J' .. 
!.~ . 
-; 
'· .. ... 
··-··-
' 
(Loheyde, 1994; Gula; ~983). The computer ~lso allevia_tes \ 
the physical". atrug~le and the P.ain of .cramped fingers 
J . 
w~lch some students experience (Myers, 19861 Bean, 
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It is at t-his ~tage of the writing . process that 
. 
the computer is most u·aeful·. When writing by hand, 
the penalty for error correction, rearran.gement, an~ 
substitutions, is recopying. Therefore, most s~ud~nts ,· · , 
though awarne tllat mistakes . exist·, will risk a lower 
grade and submit their f .irst draft rathet than rec6py f 
written assignment. The word processor eliminates the ·· 
' ' 
'sense of punishment in making eitehsive changes. 
Addi tiona~ deletions," sUb!3titutions" r-an be done . wi5_h. 
the touch of a key or two. Sentences pr whole paragraphs 
~ 
can be · rearranged wit;hout the worry of rewriting (Smye,. 
" 1984; Loheyde, 9841 Levin, t984). 
·-
' tor • 
Editing 
During this stage, the student is concerned with 
the correct conventions of ·English. There are a - number ~ 
of grall)mar-check.ing sojtwa'6e pack-ages available that 
., . . / . 
can· check written ·work for subj ~ct-·verb agreemen·t, 
cons isteht verb tense, punctua~ion and other asp'ecta 
of' correc~ usage. 
. , 
The computer will highlight errors 
in usage, and · the stude.nt can very quickly make ·the 
' ~ 
correction without spo i 1 ing the 1 ook· of the printed 
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page. ~.t this'· stage, also, the EJtudent can run a 
' spelling che~~r program through his/her written work 
. . 
which will point out errors in spelling. With the 
. . 




, . · . wri~ing ond· Proofreading 
0.\ 
' 
··· · "::~·.j _,...~~. s 'ince all~ necessary correct-~ns have been made, 
~;~ . . . . ~ . 
_ . " · · in~tead of rewriting the entire document, the student 
gives t 'he P.rint COJDJDand - to· the computer and ' a crisp, 
clean c~p~ is- produced by - the pr~nter, J:read)' for the 
I 
final proofr_eading. · If other · er:"rors are discovered 
at this stage, · the student~once again goes to the 
. ' . 
·~omputer, .. calls up his/b~r/file·, makes the necessary · 
~--· . 
correction, and again receives ·a prlnted 'copy. 
., .. 
' ·" 
Shoring And. Pubi_lBhing ; ... 
• 
At ·this st~ge, the completed document is submitted 
~ . . 
to the teacher, · or it can be at) a red with peers._ Although 
~his step does no~ require a· compute'r,. the sharing can 
- .. . . " 
be _done whi_le t he · wri~ing_ ·1s still on the screen • . It 
is prob~bl~. a ~~od i~~ctice · t~ d~ this ; ~ince the 
\ · . . 
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a point that needs clarification. Further correction 
can then be made before the fiqal print-out is obtained. 
\ . 
The review of lite.rature which follows will. focus 
Up'On research that has qeen . done o·n the use 'of · the 
compu~er in~he w~i~i~g p~oce~s. It will also discuss 
the benefit~ and · some problems of using ~he computer in 
. . . . 
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~IBW OP ut.BLU'BD LlftalA'l'URB 
Iptrodgctioo -
. A computer can no more teach the 
. 
craft of writing than a paintbrush 
can teach the art of painting. But 
both are powerful toole, especialli 
if you use them.weli. 
.. (Wheeler, 1985, p.54.)' 
' - ... . 
'l'he value o.f woi:crproceasing as an· important component 
o~:educational computer applications has been discussed 
in an ever-increasing. number of articles over the pqst 
few years. 1he co~puter . has been finding its way into 
the ,language arts classrooms, and Englistl teachers are 
. I beginning to accept and apply this technology to the 
''"' . 
fi~ld of writing. However, despite t~e vast amount .of 
litera~ure on the subject;, ·few of these artie!~& ar·e 
directed toward the successes or failures of computer 





' . . 
· ., How extensive and how successful has the use of the 
I • 
c~~:nP,uter been in adult ~riting prog~ams? · A number of 
~· 
. ' 
-· ... ~- · .. 
"':··.· .... ·.. :.: . :. :,: ..•... ·.· .'.· .·•· ~ . . ' · ' 
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community colleges in Canada and the . Uni t 'ed Sta tea have · 
• • been conducting observational studies to de~~rmine the 
effect of the computer on the writing process. Bean 
. I ' (1983), directo~ of.writin~ at Montana State University, 
· observed the revision habits.of four freshman composition 
students who used· word ~ocessing as an ai~ · for . writing. 
His experiment showed ' that the: computer can have a 
significant positive impact on. revising habits. · He states: 
. . 
The succ~ss of this program for students 
suggests that the computer can help 
beglnning writers learn to revise 
their initial draft's with less emphasis 
1.. . 
on lexi9al substitution and yammatical 
correctness and with .. more emphasis 
. 
_.on progressive reshaping of ide~s 




Collier (1983bJ~ also studied revision strategies 
~ . I 
of students at MQunt Royal College in Albetta • . He perceives 
ine~perienced writers a's facing four bas~c Rroblem~ when 
·. 
. r .. '<-. 
they write. ( v) ~ .. 
1. The more intricate kind .of revision, particula.rly 
• ! 
·, thoae applied to· the larger domains of a text (such as 
, . . 
the paragraph) or to the t'xt as a whole, may str·ain a 
• 
student's conceptualizing powers~ Ofte'n these -power~ · 
.; . 
.. . 
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.. !' . . 
~ 
' 
are -~lready taxed by difficulties in proofrJading and 
by problems in the choice of ~ words and.phrases, matters 
whichJunore experienced write~ might solve aCJtomatically 
anq un.consciousJ.¥ while focussing on iarge·r issues in 
revision. 
2. Most inexP.eriel\ced·writers are not able to juggle 
successfully the .demands placed on short- and lQng-term 
. iWI· . 
memory by revision that requires mor·e than simple addition~ 
deletion, or substitution • 
3. Since students seem frequently to assume that 
writing is governed I by the .same pr-inciples that control 
speech, ~hey act as . if -altering a portion of their text 
- . --
. . ... . 





-Rev·ision always entails, at some point, rec::.opy i(Jg 
. . 
\ . 
or retyping. Sinte serious _revisi.on z::equires large-scale 
alterations and thus several complete drafts, studen~s 
.. 
. . ...~ 
often make minimal or trivial changes in a text so as to 




I • · 
e"sure that . recopying is as simple and quick a"ri possible · 
f • 
> 
' .·. , 
..... 
. \ 
1: . ~ . \ ·.~ . ~~ . 
. .,. 
, , . . 
~ 
~ .... . 
:, ' 
(p. 149) ·• 
. He' felt that encouraging students to work at their 
writing on the wo~d processor; particularly revision, 
I 
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Collier studled four subjects (all female) from 
introductory composition courses, on the basis of several 
actiVities that demonstrate ·compet!'nce in . wr~tin9. . All 
of the students could touch-type., but pone had use.d a wor.d· 
~ 
processor before. Two of the subjects possessed average 
20 
-
writing skills, ,one, weak skills, and one , superior ·skills. 
-- . . . . . ~ . ' 
He observed_and compared their revision done by hand and -
that done on th~ word processor. .. 
Collier found that the use of a word ~rocessor for 
revision is more advan~ageous than the traditional method, ... 
and that it does not appear to have any detrimental effects 
. 
on rev is ion strategies; However, Collier notes that most 
word proc:es~ors are far more complex than the ~yp.ical 
writing requires, and he .feels tl}at .. if the word processor 
is to become a useful part of the wrtting l aboratory -then: 
1) Students will have to become suff.iciently 
. _. 





rev ising on a wotd proc~ssor a .Practical _ ... 
2) 
alternate to. writing by hand . 
Our electronic engi~eers will have to redesign . 
• I 
the wo.~g. proce.ssor so that it demon at r ably' 
.. -
s upports and e~hances the writing process. 
h>. 154) • 
. • t 
.. . , , 
.· 
':.t 
. . . . 
. . \ 
--
, , 





















With these improvements, be foresees students almost 
I . 
..... 
. . . . 
entirely dispensing with t he traditional format of pen · 
~nd paper, subs~ituting in its place a keyboard, a computer, 
an4 a printer. 
. . -~ .. - ~ 
Unlike Collier, Smye (1984) does not see/ a pr.oblem 
21 
' I • ' ' \ 
' · ·: 
. . 
wittrthe complex! ty of word processing programs.\ He feels 
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tha_t ·a variety Of WOrd'. proce.fl'.Sing . programs, ~·such as 
. Bank. S.treet ~.rite~ ~.nd Story Write~' · aim at simplicity_. 
Smye feeis that beCaUSJ! · of ~tbe 
· .. ·· .. ' . . ...... 
').:programs • Students can compo¥. at 
':. . .. 
simpl icity of ~uch 
the k~yboard aft~r 
only ten minutes of instruction~ (p. 31) • 
. -~ .1Jl his work wi~b-- students · ~t Sheridan · College in 
Ontario, Slnye found that : ·"' 
--
Ninety-seven percent of the students 
. . . '; 
enjoyed using the COJ'Ii)uters. ~ii\ety-one 
~ . . I . 
percent liked the computet& because 
you can make. mistakes wfthout being~---
. . . 
embarrassed. Seve~ty.;three percent 
'· 
. . 
agreed that they learned .be.tter in 
• •i I ; ; . • 
classes using computers than in classes 
1,_ • • 
that don • t. ~ Ninety percent agreed 
.. 
that comput.ers ·allowed them to ass~me 
.. -
. . 
. . greater responsibility for thei.r own 
learning (p. 36) . 
.. 
, ' 
l •,\ I 
•• J., ,. ' " : ._ ,' ; ·-• ' :. o ' , • '• • I :--t •• 
\f:: .,, "l.j~-· { • .._... • • .. l .-~ \ ; ' • : • • Cot ' • • .. 
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Similarly, Kiefer an~ Spith (1983) studied randomly 
I • 
selected stude.Qts taking freshman composition at Colorado 
' ( ...... 
. i ' . • .. State University, and found that 80\ of th~e students 
. . 
enjoyed using the· terminals ·and wo~ld u~e them again. 
Students surveyed ·in .week fi\fe and ten· of the experiment 
. . . . 
overwhelmingly agreed .• that'using th.e computer is enjoyable, 
. 
easy, .and not frustrating~ 
Two further studies of word pr6cessing have been 
.. 
cited by Wresch (1983). 
... 
. At_~eachers• . College, Columb!a 
University, Collete Daiute spent ,. 
.. 
several years -researching the effects 
of word processors on stud_ent writing. 
22 
. .- -· 
She found these programs made a 
number of contributions. First, she 
found readers were freer "to spill 
. 
out" ideas d~rectly f .rom inner 
speech,· · ~ince they nee.dn't worry 
.. 
· ~-~.ntil later ab9ut spelling, _ten e 
' () I 
agreement, inapp·r~riate· wOrding/ 
other problems, these could be 
. . 
. 
mended later without having to 
refOPY· the . entire text . Thus, she\ 
foun!lr thoughts could· more easily ~e 
•4 
• l \ I 
' " .·· - ... ' . 
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captured in ij,Jle writers natur-al 
voice. In~ addition_, projects which 
wer;e -heavily fbrmatted such as lab 
. . Y , 
repor~s ,.(or grant proposals) could 
be entered first as an . outline 
to ens~~e ~orrect or9anization, and 
\ -
th'n ... fleshed .out • by inserting 
supporting detail • 
She also found, as have many research-
ers, that -because a word processor 
. . 
makes revision much easier and faster, 
students do more of it (pp. 797-8) • . 
· . . 
Another study of word processing, that one by Lillian 
. ' "- . . .. 
\ 
Bridwell and Dona~d Ross (in Wresch 198.3) at the University 
~f Minnes~ta, points out . th~t the computer ~oes put 
. ~ 
some constraints on the writer. The limited size of 
the C.R.T. screen makes it difficult for writers to see 
as much of the text at one /time as with paper and pen, 
. . . . ,., 
as a resu~t, text coherence may suffer. Another problem 
.... 
. 
is that the _gadgetry ~v&ilable on a computer may distract 
~orne writers, causing them to break off from· writing every 
.few words in order to •play• with editing features • ( ·. 
I ' • 
And, of co~rse, no ma~ter how simple the word_ processors 
~--
. ~.,· ·, .. 
- ' 
.. . ,"" ..... : •.. • ·, ···:·.-·.··.- ~' .1.!' •. : ~ . .• . .. ~· ~... '•,.: : •,. 1 ,- i·.~ '. a,\ 0 "'•., , .. 
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.. ~ ' 
.. .) 
• 
-arJ made, there will be a few writers who will be 
~rifled by the new ~medium. 
Despite these drawback_s, Bridwell and Ross found .the 
--
word p~ooessor is an e_xcellent-medium for resear~h on the 
\ . 
writing process and tha~ it improves student revisions. \ . . 
' \ 
In their j ·udgement, the advantages ·outweighed ·the 
. ' . 
24 
\ . -d_isadvant~ges\ so much that tliey plan to u.se word proc~ssors . 
... -.:-'t. • \ • • • 
·~ .. .. .. • \ • I , 
as a routine component of their composi~ion classes. 
\ . 
R~search\c~nducted ~tjthe University .of Victoria by 
\ Evans, Mickelson and Smith (1984), investigated thp use ' 
:. 
of microcomputers in the development of the prose writing 
\ 
' ~ ··:y 
-
ability of university student£~. A computer-assisted - -
language program, one which presents information responding 
to answers, and_ evaluating stude~~!nput ' with progra~ed 
responses was used in this study. Student performance 
was measured through pre- and post-tests o£ senten~e 
structure, error analyses, and examination of · sentence 
types used in written compositions. 
The results indicated few significant differences 
. . ' . 
between contr.~l and experimental groups. ·It was conc~d 
~hat computer-assisted instruction appears to be at le~st 
as effective as regular instruction • 
. Wtiat effect does writing ort the computer have on 
, . 
creativity? ~ollier (1983a) studied college students by 
. 
-
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"' comparing written text produoed by hand, by typewriters, 
and by word processors for differences in im~r~vement, 
. . . 
in ·cre~tivity~ and in writing skills. · Dis subjects.included 
six college students ~ two ·with high creative ability, 






weak creative ability. .---
d • • 
His findings showed that the average· cr~ative ability 
group increased in cre~_ivi.t:Y and the high creativity 
abili~y · g~oup increased ·their .scores . ln writin9 skills 
, . . . . . ... 
when they shifted from wrlting skills by hand to typing. 
. . 
The strong .ability group improv~d th~ir creativity most 
~jth the word processor.. The average creativity. group 
. , 
was the most creative on the typewriters, ne~t-most 
creative on the word ·processor, and t6e least creative. 
ability group displayed little difference -in creativity ~ 
between essa¥S written· by hand and that written ' on a 
typewriter. Use of the word processor for writing 
.. 
seemed to enhance creatiyity. 
Similarlyr Catano (1985) in his obs~rvation of two 
professional writer-s at Brow~ Univer.sity, concluded that, 
contrary to expectations~ comput!!~ technology and creativity 
are not .incompatible. 
_Varsava .' (.1986) ~emor.ial University of Newfoundland, 

























J • · - ._...-.. • . .. .,., 
-A ·study was set up using English 1000 st:udents. The 
~ 
experimental group (English lOOO' computer) had 28 students 
-
while the control group 1English 1000) had 33 students 
. . (two droppe4 because of the additional time required to· 
learn to fun~on on the computer, and three dropped 
-
for unknown reasons). 
... 
During the study, .students in ~he expe.rimental group 
~id all thei r writing on a computer using a text e~or 
and a progr~ called •cr iticize". ·cr iti~ize. bighlightue'd 
errors in diction, sexist language, deadwood phtases, 
• 
spel~ing, and weak beginnings, but le~t correction of 
such errors to the ·students. The s~nt in both 
... 
. . 
groups had to complete fPe as~ignment per month. 
Gain scores for all .studentswere obtained by· comparing 
their high school English maik. and their final grade in 
• I 
'Engl!snlOOO. Statis.tically significant differences were t •• 
found between the scores of both groups, with the 
experimental group showing the greater gain. 
The above studies show that English .teachers are 
trying· computers in adult composition clas1es and 
researching the'ir impact. Not all findings are positive. 
----. 
How~ver, research 14 continuing, and programs for 
computer-assi~t~d wr iting are being improved. 
t 
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Adyontages of Using Com~uters in Writing 
<. 
The WOrd Processot: · 
•. 
Accordl~g to Myers (1986), the computer program that,- -: 
has h~d the grea~est effect on writing outside of English 
, .. 
. ' ·' 
--
,/ 

























" ' ' .~ 
. } 
classes is the word proces~o~ • Th~e · program&-can vary 
· fro.JJL..,..~xpensive :, •·dedicated" ·processors' to micro-based 
. ' . . . ~ 
programs, some of whic~~re simple enough to be used by 
very young children •. 
Not surpr !singly, the word processor, with its ability 
' to allow students to ~ake endless changes to their texts 
• . . 
with~ut rewrites, is rece~ositi~ reviews in the 
li~eratQre. Schwartz (1~4), feels that word processing 
c.an ch~nge both the way students w~it~e ~nd their ktitude 
about w·ri.ting. She states: 
.. 
Stud~nt"s immediately realize the power 
, . . 
' ·-
.. ~, .. 
·. . :.: 
'. 
• • ...... <0 .. 
. . 
....... ,· 
I •. • rr".,. 
of the word pr.ocessor. Writing becomes. 
a playground1ihere revising .is part 
of th·e fun instead of part of the 
punishment. For this reason, word 
' processing ·is central to any use of 
. 
computers in teaching writing. · It 
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Joften ma~ng writers better reader& 
· of ~eir own work and therefore more 
, 





Ease o.y R~yision 
The computer offers the potential for new possibilities 
in teaching and learning. Dudley-Marling ~1~85)r Levih 
(1984~,-Loheyde (1984) and Smye (1984), all note the ease 
and speed with which revision can be accomplished by the . 
student as perhaps the greatest benefit of word processing • 
. , --
Insertions, deletions, spelling corrections and the like 
are readily accommodated. on the computer. · Using the 
commands available t ·o him/her, fhe student can delete 
-words, ~ntences, or whole paragraphs which can then be 
.. \ 
replaced by other words or sentences. The student can 
move sentences or paragraphs a~ound in the text to make 
" ~is/her compos! tion. more coner~nt. He/she · can . ma~e. 
addi tiona to any part of the t~t ·at any time. This 
• / • I ' , 
frees the writer- ~rom continu~lly st.~rting over and 
runn~ng the· risk of .accomplishing very~ittle. I Students 
' r 




and print it when they are. satisf.ied wlth a final ~copr: 
Engiiah teactiers are oft~n frustrated l)y the.r-.a4.atance 
"" - '« ... _ ...,. • 
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v_ri:tu work._ Since revising and rewriting caq be a 
tedious chore, it is easy to understand a student • s 
re~uctanc~ to p~oduce a _numb~r\~f- drafts. Watt (1983), 
a writer ·and a · teacher of writing, states: 
. J' . . • 
" .. It is !Xtremely d~fficult to devote tl~gh~ul and crea~ive energy--to the 
. ~ ' . 
task -'of evaluating your writing when 





you know· that it w·ill be fol lotl'ed ·by 
th~ grueling process of integrating 
all ·the· changes, -then r 'ewriting the 
"'It 
• entire piece. Even then there's the ' 
1 
t 0 ... 
frustrating thought th~t · you might 
want to make even more changes . Most 
) .... :,. 
of us· prefer to stop with -a first 
draft (p. 43) • . .· 
Crist (1984), sees word processing programs as a·means 
- ~ 
-of surmounting this obstacle. Be feels that if students 
29 
• 
can change word order, sentence construction, 
. . . 'I • . 
\ paragraph \. 
atructu r·e, and t ·h·e organization of the compo~i t ·ion 
without haviug to_rewrite-the entira composition, there 
I . 
· · would be fewer reasons for resistance to these essential 
-tasks of _writing. 
. · .. , · . 
:,·l .. , .. 
.... .. . 
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S~hwartz (1982), a professor of writing at Stockton 
State College, New Jersey, strongly advocates the use· o·f 
' computers in the writing classroom. Based on what current 
II 
research tells us about composing, particularly revision, 
. ' . 
she feels ~ha~ the computer seems both psychologically 
and technologically : suited to help the wri~er write -
• ' < .... 
more, take more risks, and achieve more fully-developed 








I 'would like to suggest ,that the 
. . 
computer of today can, if wisely used, 
encdurag~ writers of all' a,ges to 
attempt more. substantive .changes in 
text. It can do this by reducing ~he 
frustration of recopying, by facil-
• I 
it~ting reading of the text during 
the intermediate writing . stages ~ 
' . 
both . for the writer and other 
• 
..... . .. 
readers - and by reproducing multiply 
\\ . 
\~rafts of this text for easy ·sharing 
~~th fa\ulty and peff~s .during 
the intetptediate writing, "'stages. 
As . a result, the writer gai'ns new 
!-
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needed to explore new meanings without feeling 
that there is a penal~y for trying (p. 28) • 
• I . • 
Vacc (1984), feels that with t;he .development of word 
31 
processing progr~ms,, the computer has great potential for · 
I ' assisting with the development of indivi~ual writing 
skills. ~he suppor.ts the use of t he comput·er as a bleans 
of recording<, editing, revising and l!:_nting creativ-e 
wrltin9 ~xperiences. Word processors have the potential 
-~J». encourage learners to edit and revise. their writing 
more willingly than ddes the traditional paper-pencil 
metbod • 
Writing os a Comparison Process 
An impbf·tant'· advant'age of writ;.l_~9 on the computer 
.. 
. 
is that with a w~rd processor, writing becomes more of 
' 
a gomparison process. New~an (1984), believes that the, 
• 
capacity. of the computer for stori ng and manipulating text 
. . .. . 
· · makes it e~sier for the student to consider alternative· 
. ' frameworks while writinga 
, ... ·.• 
It (the comp~ter) allows~riters to 
become more wi lling to ' take risks, 
. . . \ 
to be tentative· about meanin-cj for 
•. longer, to conaicler org~n~.n 
I . 
l.' , ,._,. 







t • .. • • 
: , ... ··• . 
:. " . 
-
.. i \ 
) 
-
and word choices more freely than 
ever befor·e. What this means is 
.... .. .. 
that children (and adults, too) ;can 
learn a great deal about language 
and the . writing process each time 




According to Smye (1984-), the comJ>uter seems to 
encourage what James Britton would des~ribe as •the 
• 
' 'I 
expressive use of language•. He feels that student 
, ,r 
I 
wr i ter·s use "language as exploration• more willingly 
/ - . / (p. 30). He says that students do more Rlanning, 
-
r ing, edi~ng and messing around with words fhan 





apprehe!l.Bion . · Schwartz -· ( ~983) , sees two advantages . 
·-
.. of using the computer for those who lack the confi~ence 
to play with language. The word processor cans 
, I 
1 . reduce initial fears of making mistakes, and 
r 
2. encfurage a grt!at~r willingness to fully 
\ explore meartings (p. 28). 
' . . 
The actual proc.ess of wtiting entails prewriting, 
1writing, and revision. The·c·omputer can make-this process 
. / 
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1·9851 . Watt, 1983) . With a word p't'ocessor, _ it "ec9mes 
' easy to experiment with words, try out different arrange-
< 
menta for the text, save several versions, print them 
~ . 
all out, and compare. Writing becomes a pr.ocess of 
cont1nuous· evaluat'ion . and revision. , Since corrections 
are easily mad~, students ~re freed from their concern 
to get it r igbt the fjrst time • 
. ' . . 
Peer coll'&bgration 
··• .. \.- . 
-
· .. ~ 
The c~mputer in the _writing class .provi~es excellent 
• 
opportunities for peer collabo_ratio~. Several students 
33 
can view the tdt a~ one time and · help each o~ber wit~ . 
the computer . commands , th~s making the writing proces~ 
\ 
# 
mor .. ,un. Samples of good writing can be . stored on 
disks for ·modeling purposes and accessed at .any time by 
a sing~e student or by a gr-oup. As · w.ell, a single 
:;· composition can be written usirtg~~ontril;)utions from all 
f 
inembe·rs of the class; 
• ~ . 
Wheeler (1'985 ). , advocates this use of the computer. _.. 
She fe~ls · that collabo~on is both a useful ·w.~iting 
. ~~- , . ' . 
activity and a way to take advantage of a limited number . 
. . 
I 
of computers • . Simultaneous collaborative composition can · 
~ 
prQvide opportuni·ty fo~ _stu<!ents ·to model the writing 
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' 
they share ~he co~straints of writing. One· ~udent ·may 
assume responsibility for entering and revising the 




may wish to switch roles during the ' process. When~ 
partners. disagree, they can try out alternative sollitions 
. . . 
to see what sounds bet~er •. This ~elps them .to deve~op 
. :· 
a sense of audieoce and voice~ 
•' 
• 
Computer as a ··Motivator 
-'·J ~ 
Thit computer is viewed by a number of w.-ters as a . 
gTea~ motivator for gettin9 students t9-Mri~e and to 
. . 
keep them writing • Levin {1984)1 Loheyde (1984)1 Cohen 
. (1985) and Dudley-Marling (19a5), all comment favorably 
. . 
- ...... 
. on the com~uter as a mo~vator. Levin points out that 
·- , 
since students are cu·rious . about computers, t ·he ma~ine 
~ . -~ 
itself is a s .trong attraction. . _!>udlf!y-Marl ing ·has . 
.. _.. £ ' • • • • • 
.found that using the m'icrocomputer to write letters can · 
be a powerful· motivator. Cohen states that students 
like to see· their work in print,, and that they ·a~ 
eager to write with a word processor. In s~m·m~up · ;/ 
: . 
her- exp~rience with writing and the computer, she say~a 
• 
\ . 
i have found that micro'comp~ers have 
•. 
a · positive . impact on stu~~nts! 
motivation as well as achievement 
.. 
\ 
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One great value ol the computer to 
th~writ'ing pr9,graml~-es in i~s ?apacity 
\.. ~; . 
to ke4(P fluid the process of wr!ting, 
while at the· same time - the: process 
. 
may be f i~ed at any point for close 
~ ... 
study (Myers, 1986, .'p. 1) • .... 
.. . 
.. 
It has been argued · that computer.s make it easier to 
· think whil.e you write. · Stu4ent writers often attribute 
. . 
their· f-ailure to prodilce a . coherent essay to the·'problem 
of forgetting what it was they were going to say soJIIWhe~~ 
--
. 
in the middle of their compos! tlon. L~heyde (1984), feels 
that strain on a ~tu~~s memory can, in pa~~' be 
allevia~ed by the · abili~y t~ get one's ideas out on the· 
·screen quickly. · ·schwartz -t~983) and. (;ula _(198.3) agree. 
{ 
They feel that the computer will not necessarilJ improve 
. 
··'' the quality of • o~e' a thoughts, but it will make it 
easier to think ~ore clearly. • 
. ...... 
Struggle · wit.b 'uondwriting 
. . . -. . 
Ano.ther advantage of using the computer in the writing 
class is the alleviating of the •physical• struggle ~ith 
I 
writing that aome .atudents e~perience. Onf:e the diffl-
... cultiea with the_ physical procesll of writing with 
,. . 
l ' . 
35 
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pencil and paper are eliminated, the act . of writing 
. , . . 
becomes easier for most learner.s • Bean (1983), diTector 
. . 
of wrf~ing at Montana s~ate University, writesa 
• 
' 
The computer ••• can eli'minat.e 
• ; · It, . 
mechanical difficurties tha~hinder 
beginning w~ite~s, particularly the 
cramped illegibil,ity of mariy'students' 
handwritte~ drafts and their lack 




With ~pe word ~rocessor, studen'ts need no ~onger be 
embarrassed about messy handwriting. Graves, •in an 
interview with Green · (1984), cited poor handwriting as 
,.,-
·· -~~." 
~· one of the reasons s tudell;tS don't write. He "13tates: · . 
Some writers -dismiss as unimportant 
I • 
-their experiences and their views 
about issues because their handwriti'ng 
. . 
- . has been deemed unacceptable. If 
writing is not pleasing to the eye, 
they decide· it must not be .pleasing 
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Change in Attitu~e towards Writini 
According to Crist (1984), writing for most. students 
is a drudgery to be gotten through as quickly as possible 
(~ • . ~ However, it appears .that. when gi,v:: ... ~he 
oppo~t~!lity . to write on the compu~er, most stuC:lents 
37 
~ have .a cban_ge o~ attitude tow~rd friting. Ma"diga.l"·· 
(198~) , ·states that· students generally report liking 
·computers or co'ur.ses that use them. They feel word 
. -- . 
. '\ 
processing is an enjoyable way to prepare p~pers - it 
is not frustratin9 and not difficult.· Wheeler· (1985) 
. . 
wri'tes that many teachers · report that students, after 
. . 
having experienced writing with the computer, have an 
. 
· improved attitude towards writing, even when they are 
not using the computer. ~ Gula (1~8~, bas . also noted a 
change of attitude toward writing, and he feels that 
with imprqvement of attitude there is invariably an 
. . · ~ . ~ 
.improvement of quality. Since changes are easy, there 
is also more detail supplied in the students' .writing • 
. 
Other writers, (O'Brien, 1984 and Schwartz, 1982) have 
..'~ . 
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. Advantages for Teachers .. 
' Writing with computers is advantageous to the teacher 
as well as for the student. Lobeyde (1984) I -po·ints out 
• # J 
that w~iting_ wh:~ti is fegible and free of sm~ared pencil 
or pen marks is far easier to· read, and that evaluatlon . 
decisions on ~ ~ompo.s!.~on ' Will not ·l:ie colored by . tb8 
struggle · to declpher a student's. handwrit-ing~ Wheeler 
• (1985), states tbat .with traditional methods of writing, 
0 • 
• 
unreal is tic and unproductiv.e because students ·become 
fr.ustrated and tend to make additional mistakes in the 
process. With word processing~ however, s.~udent~· neve~ 
have to recopy an entire draft. This means that teachers· 
can· -se~higher standards for a"her ing to the conventions 
of writing. 
English teachers are beginning to use word processi-ng 
" ~s a tool for teaching w·r ~tin9__• Dictionary and editorial 
f ... , ,, 
( . 
;programs are also being used in conjunction with the word 
. ~ 
-processing function. · '1eachers who use.~ wol'd proc&"ssing 
in their writing instruction say that students enjoy "riting 
}\ 
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more and are encouraqed to become better writers. However, 
. . 
many authors have warned about the misuse of a computer 
in the Enqlish classroom. It will not serve its purpose 
' if used merely as an electronic. workb~ok. · Computers 
can be· used for dr~ and practice,· but they Cj\n. also 
4\ ~· . . 
be used te encouraqe active, exploratory learning, 
~ ' ' • I 





., il ... 
. We ~!ready .know that teachinq writing .. 
.I 
in the form of drills and exe~cises 
about spe'1ling, grammar, syntax, etc., 
does not ~evelop writing abilities. 
. . ., 
And word p~ocessor and computers will 
'\ not be helpful if that is how they 
I • 
• 
are used. I am not advoca~ing that 
this advanced technology be attached 
• 
~o the •old~~Redagogy (p. 35) • 
C~early, advantage~ exist 'fr using compqters in the 
teaching of composition. Rodr i9ues (1985) , bel~eves that 
'• illf • 
t _he word p.ocessor can become the cen~erpie.ce . for an 
. . ' 
effective computer-writing curriculum. However, the 
. . .. . 
com~uter by itself will not make better ~riters - only 
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perf:trma ei Whee~e:r (1985), feels that the technology 
. ( \ v 
. ' 
and the eaching reinforce each other. Eng~ ish teachers 
, · 
must look at .. computers as a tool to be , used. They 
dhQ.uld becoine . fami~iar with exiJJting programs ·designed· 
~ -
-40 
to aid in the te~hing of writing and use the computer ---
to complement their instruetion. If wise~y used, th·is 
. . . 
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Although most educatO:rs have reportedpos 1 tive resu!=t~ 
- -· the computer is used to teach writing, there are a 
... ,.. 
-
number of problems that nee~ to be discussed. 




• ('1983) ·Watt and Loheyde ( 1984) , pointed to the cos~ 
of the computer u~it, as one such problem. To teach wrlting 
. . ' 
.. - . 
while using a compu.ter, it is necessa~to have a keyboard, · 
~ 
a monitcrr, a disk drive, a good. word processing program, 
..... . 
and access .:_~a printer. This equipment is costly, 
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Researchers (Dudley-Mar ling, Wheeler, 19857 
. I • 
Watt, 19831 Fisher, 198~J · have note that in order for 
a word processing program _to be of maximum . benefit, . a 
. ' . 
tremendous amount of time is needed. t t:he computer to. 
' 
composer edit and revise writin~. Fe schools have the 
.. \ ( . 
number of computers necessa~y to '-qi~e every s~udent 
. 
, this kind of access Eo the machines. Levin (1984), has 
' 
,: ' . 
the following to say on the subj'ect: I 
If a class of 25 students tries to 
put hands on two computers, there 
will be few converts. But, if 
ther·e are ~etal maci!ines, ~.9~~£ · 
\. . ' -, _ 
~)1e- class is divided into grqups, "' 
\ . I 
fu.n and profit are possible (g. \47). 
r~ . I 
\~acording .t_p Wheeler (1985) 1 st~dent~ need time and 
guid~nce to bec~m~ as efficient at using a /~ord proce~sor 
•• they. are. at. using a P.lnsil.- A ~~ltinl6 corner could 
be Aet up.- =- to work with individuals or s1all ~roups and 
this wo~ld ' elimln~te som.e of the probl~ : ~-~o, where 
'there ·a~~ a limit~d numbe'r of compute~~' flexibility in 
time tabling with the c·omputer being" used all day, as 
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/ The p 'roblem of 9 iving e~ch student access tQ the word 
' proces;jf. is a ver¥ real. one, and the only. solution is 
to supply ~ore computers in the classroom. 
"" .. ' Lack of Facul'ty Awareness 
42 
J • A computer is of no value if staff m'embeu are -
• 
' . 
unwilling to lise it or do nat realize the full potential 
. . ~ 
-·or" such h a teach_ing- to~i. Daiute (1.985), claims that if 
a teacher is unaware of the potential of the machine, 
.. .... '· 
the temptation is to us~ it as a very expe~t~ substitute 
- - ·; 
for a workbook. This problem can be-overcome by providing 
. .. 
teacher~ with workshops and inservice training programs 
to ' de.monstra.te good software and to. show how it cah be 
. . 
used ·in the writing prograpa. As Bruce -et al (1985) , · 
expressed it"a . .,. ~ 
• 
. ' 
A_ computet can be a wo~der.:ful teaching 
.-
. -
tool, a major classrooJ'Il.··diD'ruP,tion, 
.,..-'\ .. 
l. . or a waste of resources (p. 1~9) , 
x_J.: ~. ~ 
It is .the teacher who will determine wh.ether or not the 
computer will be ~sed in Jthe · classroom. 
__,...; 
. - -- I 
Lack of Typing Skil1s. .I 
Most pr .. nents of computers in the. writing class 
• .~· 
. / . . fJ ,. 
.'. I .. 
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feel that the lack of typing skills is not a problem, 
because most stu~ents ~re ~ble to use the •hunt and ·· 
. . . 
peck• method we.ll eno.ugb to use the co'mputer. R. Dollard 
. .. (personal communicati.on, · June 17, 1986), Bu~iness 
Edu~ation-Chairperson, Bay St. GeoG.ge .community College, 
. ~ She ~eels that in order for a s-tudent ~o 
get the' ma.xi,um benefit fr~m usi~~ ' the computer he/she r-
- mus~ firat . learn how to ~ type. One of the main ~easons 
. . 
for using the coJDputer : j.s .to get the words in.to print 
~ 
-quickly. 'l'he .•hunt 'and peak•' method 
. . \. . ' 
and ideas .. cannot flow s._,othly if .. the 
~l.ows · students, 
student has to 
stop to search for the ·rl.Jht key.. She feels that 
key6~~rdlng skUla ~~~uld . b.e :~ ~rereqlil,~ite . t _o :any 
computer-assisted writing course. ~~ 
• 
.J -
L&arnlog the Commands o 
. !;! . . 
' - i A concern-of some te•chers is that students must learn 
~the comm~ds in . order ~be able to use th~•computer. 
t I~ beco~es · important here t~ select ·a word p~ocessing 
program· with a suitfble level of difficulty for the 
\ • \ I 
student. The; teas~•r would n~ed to - ~ecome familiar 
. . 
with available programs a.d make a selectio~ suited to 




' .T~e uce :of . cue . car9s and .. having 
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students wo~k~ogether can help~ to make the learning of 
\ ~ . . 
command~ · a little~asier. 
~ ~ 
- ,, 
~endency Tqward Surface sorreCtion 
' . Some educators fear that although the use of the , 
computer makes revi·sion easier, 'the focus is on . making 
. . ~ .,. ' . 
) ' • .~hanges · at the wo~d level, wh~ch however, do~s )'lOt 
ne~ss~rily add to . the quality of the tex~. This may 
lndeed happen initial.ly • . However, according to Schwartz 
(1982), thfs problem is eliminated when writing is 
shared. The writer qu.ickly learns that no matter how 
• 
nice the text looks, no matter · how few spelling and 
• punptuation problem there are, if. the message is not 
clearly stated, others, will not underst·and and will 
, 
question the meaning. I~~ing t~ explain, the writer 
'/ 
will discover that ~/she will need to add, delete 
• 
' , " . ,. "'q ~ 
. ·. " / 










(1985), feels that the process of writing bas to be .empha-
sized. Students need to learn how to take advantage 
of the computer as a ~ritlng tool. 
Conclusion 
Will the computer fulfill ita potential as an 
"' ; 
· educational tool? The answer depends to a l.arge extent 
.. . 
.. 
. •. : \ . - ' • . ' . 
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on the user. The computer cou).d .be used primarily as a ,. 
~ . ' . -
mindless electronic toy, or we as educators could make 
it work for us. The comftuter will do what it. is programmed 
. . . ~ 
to do~ so the choice is entirely ours. English teachers 
I ~-..___ . . 
have a number of optio~. As Withey ·(1983), puts it: 
•Teac~ers ma~ opt· for ignortrice, r~ii aga.inst it, or · 
·_·,_~perate as if it did ~~t,exist~ _(p.24).' However, ·the 
. 
fact r~m~in~ _ that computers. are here and the inglish 
. . 
teacher. s best option is t.o ha~.e ·a voice in the selectioa\ 
- t 
·of ·hardware and software so that computers can become a 
' 
useful tool in the teaching of writing. This researcher 
feels that evi(\ence strongly ·pupports the use of the 
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CBAP.rBil3 
~ORPOsB OP 'l'BB S'l'UDY 
• 
'1. 
The present study waa conducted to ascertain to 
•hat extent and fo~ what purpose colleges ~nd vocatio~al 
c_ertters · across Canada u~e the computer as a tool ·in the · 
• 
writi'ng . classroom. Although ma'ny a~t'icles have been 
written a~out the use ~ co~puters in wri~/rig, very 
little a~ten~ion has · been paid to adult ex per ~ences 
w!~h this technology. The literature, therefo~e, ha~ 
left many questions unanswered. Can statements made 
about the use of computers by children be generalized 
to the adult learning sit':lation? More specificAlly, 
-this study seeks to answer· the following questions: , 
1. 
2. 
Do computers offer an enjoyable learning 
experience for adult writersf 
I . 
A~\ adul~s ~pp~ehensive about ·~his new technology · 
• I ·· ~ .. in the classroom? 
. - ' 
,~ 
3. How do people in adult educati~n feel about the· 
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4 • . Is there an ·i~provement in students• writing 
. . 




Why are computers not being used on a larger 
scale in writing programs in the field ot adult 
education? . . .: .,.. ./ . 
.. 







-appropr.ia~e . writing software for adults? 
• v " 
... 
For-what purpose is the computer being used in 
• • 
the EngliSh classroom? 
How many hours ·per week QO students~p~nd•at 
I 
the computer?, and 
What do adult ~ucators feel is a workable 
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/ This s~_udy,was conducted in order to gain s \ me i~sight , ,. 
into how computers are being used in adult ·education 1 
- l / 
I 
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, 
~. 
programs in Canada, their usefulness in the area of writing, · 
and aq~1 t studentq • reaction~ ~o th~ use of the. c~mput.er. 
The res tilts of this s~u_dy s·~ould be of 'arti~ul~r 
. . interest to administrators and educators in adult education_ 
in Newfoundland who are interested in using this-fiew 
.~ 






: Design gf the ·stugy 
-
~ . . The present sec-tion outlines the method used to 
gather data for the study • 
1. The Survey Instrument 
• 
!4· To obta,in from adult educators the information r.equired 
. . . 
. . • .. ·~· . 
48 
. , 
_ to answer the questions listed in ·the Purpos~ of the 
study, the mailed questionnaire method was adopted. 
Based on the available literature concerning the compute~ 
and its ~se in the .,comp~~it:i~ro.cess, ~;~ general .J 
. .. 
discussions wi~h educator~ t~e field, .and with the . 
advice of two professors at J4emorial Uni'lersity, .. _ a · 
. ,., , ; 
questionnaire was constructed • . -
. .' .--. 
Th~ questionnaire was . then subjected ~o analysis by 
.---. , f 
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educators tijl Newfou~dland whose area of concern is .the 
~eaching o~ English.~ These educators were asfted to make. · 
. 
49 
. . ~ug~estions. as to necessary' addi-~ions or deletions~ 
·4JC check wordipg for clar i.~Y. A reply was recle~~ 
. .., . ... 
from each with suggestions for· improvements. 
this investigator discussed the ·q.utlsti.onnaire with her 
.. -
thesis adv·tsor and. with graduate students in the Depar::tm~nt 
of Cur r·id~lum and Instruction at Memorial University. _:. 
Each questionnaire ite~ was -examined carefully, ~nd, as 
a result, a number _of ·changes we;e ma~e. 
. .,.. 
The questionnaire was divided tnEo three sections • 
..... . · .. ,. 
Section 1 .(demographics) was to be answered by all respon-
. . . 
del\tB. Sec~ion . II was designed for tho~e presently using 
. ~ . 
. co~puter-s as .an aid in 'the ' teaching of writing, while 
' . 
Section III was desig·ned for - those who were· not using a 
computer for t~is purpo~e. 




P~t · Study ~-- . ~ 
. F I • 
. . 
As stated earlier, thisqueatio~nairewas administered 
2. 
' . . . s 
to . ten adult educators in Newfoundland. .These ten were 
. . . . \ . . . "" 
· not included when the responses to the revised questionnaire· 
. . . 
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• 
As a result of the pilot study I a number of questions ~ 
were changed{o statements an~ the use ' of ~ Likert-type 
~ ~ . 
scale was incorporated ~sing a four point scale covering 
Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (Al, Disag·ree (D), and ·strongly 
. . . .. . 
Pisagt:ee (SD). ·The •unsure• option was interiti~ally 
omitted i~ the h~pe ~hat this· would c~use resp~~dfmti'tQ 
give the·statemeftts more serious thought. However, a 
number of respondents added the £ifth opt~o~ as cap be 
. . 
" seen in the tabulation of results (Tables VII and X). 
The Sample ,. 
.. In order to obtain a broad sample, this investigator 
. 
sentq~estionnaires to.all Community Colleges and Vocational 
Centers in English speaklng Canada as listed in the 
Directory of Capadian Schools. A total of 368 question-
- \· ~aires were mailed i~ Mart:h 198~. '!Wo .hundred forty-four 
f 
~uestionnaires or 66\ were returned, 36 of . which were · 
unanswered because admi'nistrators ·felt that staff 
members were too busy at this time to respond ... A 
. 
br~akdown in institutions responding can be seen in 
• 
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'l'!PB OF 
INSTITUTION NUMBER 
Community College 165 
,.\ 
-~ocational Training Centre 39 








The limitations of a mC\J,led questionnaire as outl·ined 
by Wallace (in Mill~r ;J,970), apply to this study; Wallace 
, 
·· ·· states the ~isadvantages as ~ollows: 
, .. 






those who answe~ the questionnaire may differ 
from the rion-,respondents thereby bi~sing the 
sample, 
va~idi~y depends on the ability and w.illingness 
of the respondent to provide information, 
. ,, 
. ~ . 
-_possibility of misinterpretation of the question,. 
no ,follow-through on misund~stood questions 
. . 
or evasive answers' no observ~tion. of appar.e~ 
~· . . 
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' 
• However, because of the large geographic area surveyed 
. i ~ 
and because a means of collecting data at a minimum of 
time and expense was required, this rfs.rcher chM~e the 
mailed questionnaire @S a survey in~trument. 
An effort was made to lessen t~e influence of the 
' 
52 
weakness of the mailed questionn.a_ire upon this study.~ 
~A pilot stuQy was conducted in an attempt to assure face 
validity and to help eliminate .m!~interpretation of the . · 
' . \ 
-· 
questions. To· help reduce the number of non-returns, a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope was included with each 
mailed questionnaire. 
Sixty-six percent of those surveyed responded 
willingly, so this researche~ assumes that all answers 
are indeed valid • 
Definition of Terms J 
.. 
I l! 
For the purposes of this study, the following terms 
• 




) .An individual who is fifteen years-·of age or older 
and who is eligible for entry into Co~unity Coll~ge or 
l . ~cational pro9rams • . 
. ... 
-!. 
.. , ' . 
.. 
. . . . 
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' Computer I 
In tois case a microcomputer - a system containing \ . 
a microprocessor, memory, and input/output circuits • (7 ! 
' Word Processor 
. . . 
A program wl:lich makes i-t poss~ble to · enter and to 
. . . 
revise writing o~ ·t~ ·computer. This allows formatting 
(center!ng, .margins) to be done. ~ 
Adult Basic Education 
The process of upgrading an individuals' education 
in the areas of Math, English and Science to a level 
where that ' student has met the requirements fot: entry 
- t • 
toPtrades Ot general studie~ 
-vocational 
Having to ·do with trades. 
• 
-.-
... Beyond the high schoo1 graduation level • 
\. 
, __ _ 
' 










, · ' . ~ • . ; 1 ; f~- -;:r .. - .. . ..-, .. ..  




Any institution offering two year university- parailel 
. . - r .... 
~rograms for students transf~ring to u~i:ersities and 
~rograms of .two years of vo_cational training for s~ 
. 
. , 




are using computers in the Englisb classroom, this study 
.. \ . 
· aims in part--to answer that questioh.: It is hoped by the 
researcher that this will: 
1. show that computers are being used successfully 
in writing programs in other provinces of Canada; 
~rovide some direction for establishing a 
I I 
computer-assisted writing course for adult 
#" 
· learners, and 
~ 3. give interested English instructors a better 
understanding of adult learners' concerns· and 
feelings about ~he use of co~uter' in their 
·writing. 
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'Analysis of the Data . 
... 
/-:- ..... . 
This section is divided into two parts. The ·first 
presents data related to ad~ educators who use th.e 
--c~~~· .in writi~g c-lasse·s. The · secol)d.s,ection prese~ts 
data related to adult ed~ators n9t presen_tl9 u~ €-pe 
computer in ~ri~ing class.) , 
• 
This . investigator invited ~~commendations and 
suggestions for using the computer in adult writing 
• . pro(}{ams and encouraged comments from both users .and 
non-u~rs. Selected comments from~s~ection of the 
questionnaire can be found in Appendix B • 
-
... 
• Computer Upeaas 
I 








all levels of adul·t education with the greater percentage 
being -~sed at the post-secondary level'lr~ in ciasses- of., 
• 
more than. 20 student~1 f-: · Tab_le II shows the l~vels ~aught. 
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~ABLB III 




. _.,. I • Size of Class(es) Number Percentage 
\ 
fewer than 15 '~~? 16 
' 15-20 29 c 48 
more t han 20 u ..l1 
' 
Total 61 100 
··········~·················-~~---··············~····· ' . .,.. 
. ~· ",..., . 
. 
---
One concern of i'nst ructq.rs consider in_g the use of 
computers to assist in the ·wri~ing program is the number 
of hou'rs per week th.tt should be devoted to computer use. 
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Fifty-six percent of users reported that they spent one 







TABLB. IV· . 
'· .. 



















• .,~other ·. \ .. 3. ·_j' 
<t 
Total . 61 . 100 • 
............... ~ ...... ~ .•.•............. ~ .......... ~~~--
. ~ 
:, 
4' • Whe'l .a~k~d, ~~a~ a ,orktble student/c~mpU\er ratio · · 
would_'be in .a wri tlng · progf-'J'l,· ·f if.ty-~our percent of the 
• 
: respondents felt · that a 1-1 · ratio would be best. se~ 
.. .... ,. . ~ . 
• • Table v which ·follows •. 
. t. . • 
.. , 
. 
.. I · .. . . 
• . . • f ~ 
... 
.. "\ 
•• .. ,, 
., • 
J • . 
( 
~ ~ ~.;: ... -.. , 
t ~ . , . 
.. 
~- lf, ~' . : f --. ~I 
.. ·.} 
-:~f.1. ·:. . . . . . 
. ..... • .. 
'(.~ 
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' 3-l 19 31 
, 
- "":..._ . 
. S-1 ~ 7 
-7-1 • . 
' 
5 8 
other* ·(1-1) u u 
G -.... 
Total 61 • 100 
.. 
. \ 
*All re~pond-ents .who checked this category specified 1-1 ~\. 
:. 
--~--~--····························~---················· 
. ' . one of the main purposes of . this survey was to · 
. .. . ....,... . -
determine how the computer was ·being u.sed for writing. _ 
. . n 
Respondents were asked to note whether it' was used for 
-
letter writing, paragraph·writing, or essay writing • 
• 
s~v~nty-four ~ercen_t of those ~~spending said· they used 
' .. 
the comp_uter for all .three areas, while 7\ used the 
computer~or paragraph writing only and 11\ for: essay 
~·. I . ..\ - . 
·writing only • . The 8\ who checkea •other• all specified 
.. 
that it was used in journ~lism ~lasse• ~ Table VI gives 
~ 
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• TABLB VI 
( 
. COIIPU'lBR USBS ( R-61) 
r 
f 




' Paragraph writing 4 7 . ,. \ 
Essay writing 7 11 
Other 5 8 .-
: 
•All . . ~ 4.5. ..1J. 
; ... . 
Total 61 100 
··--··~········································~········ 
Adult Educator Opinions 
Of the- 208 aa~lt educators Mho responded to the 
• • • questionnai~e sent to all Community Colle~es and Vocational -
Centers in English speaking Canad~, _ 61 or 29\ of these 
were usi~g th} computer. in their wr ting classes (compi~te 
\
tl!bulated respons~s a{Wear i~, Ta le VII). r · ~ 
,I 
When asked i.ey felt the c· ute.r is a useful tool 
fo~ teachlng' wrlting, . 97~· of the a8ra\a~a;a, while 3' 
disagreed. D~ee ~he use of the comput&r improve the 
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' · \ 
.. 
' 
students• writing? 92\ of, the respondents felt that it 
- ,.·· ·~ ' 
did, 5\ disagreed, and 3\ were unsure. ~\ 
Are adult , students apprehensive about ~sin: th:, 
computer as a :'tool in writing? Eighty-ni~percent of 
tbWUsers reported that students are generally apprehensive 
when first expos~d to the computer. However, 98\. reported 
that after the initial introduction, students generally 
find the process enjoyable and rewarding. -· 
·- " one of the bi<Jgest fears of 'educat9rs · ( teaJhers) I . . 
is that the computer will replace the~ as the medium of 
. ....... 
instruction. Adult educators who use computers in· 
theli· writ~ng' classes-do not see~ to have that concern. 
One hundre~ perc~ of the respondents considered the 
computer a complement to and not a substitute for the 
' ~ teachet. · 
60 
( • 
A computer allows for ease of rev is ion and consequently-' 
. . 
repeated eval'uation of studen Ninety-four percent 
. , 
"of respondents agreed with t s sta'tement, 3' disacjiated, 
-
and 3\ were unsure •. When ·a·sked if availability ~f 
r 
appropr late· software for teaching writing to ad.ults. 
. . ( . 
presente~· a problem, 60\ agreed that it did, while 40' 
disagreed. 
. . . f .• 
:.·- •: 
,!: 
·' \ } 
' 
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The percentage of ·responcients selecting each response 
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• 
TABLE VII . 
...- --RBSOLTS FOR INDIVIDUAL S'J.'A'tBMBR"l'S 
Statement Peri':ntage of Respond~nts 
, 
1 •. The ,omputer is a 
useful tool· for 
teachi writing. 
2 . The us of the 
# compu er !~proves the 





Adult students are 
generally apprehensive 
w.hen first exposed to 
wri~ing on the computer • 
.. .- . 
After the initial 
1lntroduction, students ~ generally . find the'· . 
. process enjoyable anq 
rewarding.\ . 
•J 
~ The computer is 
considered a complement 
to and not a substitute 
for the teacher • 
., 
The ease with which 
revision can be -done 
allows for repeated 
evaluatio~of students• 
work. . _ 
The ava.ilab'tlfty ofD' 
appropriate software is 
a problem when teaching 





































* SA • Strongly Agree D • Disagree U • Unsure 
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• 64 . 
famili'!rity ~. ' of th~ respondents reported very little 
wlth compute.rs, while twenty percent said they had no 
familiarlty. Tabie lX shows the familiarity with computers • 
• 
" . ./ 
TABLB ~X 
.. FMILURI'l'Y WI'l'B COIIPUTBRS (a-147) 
""' . . ...--.~ -
1 • 
Completed formal courses 
. Self-taught 













Tptal , . 147 100 I , .... 
1 . ~ ... .... 
------~--------··---·····-············-····--········ • l / •. 
I ' 
Of tte 20 Q adujt ed~cators who responded to the 
q~estionnaire sent to all Community Colleges and Vocational 
: g . -
Centers J.n English-speaking Canada, 7f\ were non-users. 




.... for .teaching writing, a strong 88\ agreed, 9\ disagreed· 
and 3\ were unsure. In response to the statement that 
they would use a computer in adult wr~tin,r.'pr:ograms if 
: ..- .. 
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. , 
-· 
not, while 6\ were unsure • ~, combined with the 
I 
positive 'r~rponse to 
that adult lducators 
... 
technology • 
the preceding statement, suggests 
are very receptive to this new 
\ 
-When non-users were asked if the general use of the 
. ' 
computer to te~ch writing to . adults would be realized 
_ .. 
.. ·- .. in the next five years, 65\ agreed, 23\ disagr~ed, . while 
12\ were unsure. 
-Results for Indiv~dua~ Statements 
The·percentage.of respondents selecting e-=h response 
. . . 
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~ercentage of Respondents 
SA A u D SD* 
1. The computer could ·be 29 ·-5'9 3 5 4 
a useful tool for 
• teaching writing to 
adults. ,. . 
' 2. I would use ~ computer 24 --§&--"'.6 •7 5 
for ·this purppse if 
~· one were available~ 
3. The general use of the 17 48 12 18 5 · 
"'- • computer td teach 
"' \ writing t.6 adults will 
J be realized in the next 
.':., f iv& years; 
( 
. ( . ~· 
' . .,;- ''-.. / * SA • Strongly Agr ee D • Disagree U • Unsure 
A • Agree SD • Strongly Disagree 











.t -The positive response to ~tatements one and two abo~ 
. ' . 
again shows ~hat adult educators are very receptive to 
this new tech~ology. Then_why is the percentage of users 
' . . 
so low? Fifty-nine percent felt that lack of . funds ,~as 
.. ~ 
w\ 
the number one reason. Other reasons for non-use on the 
.~· 
. 
part of adult educators can b~ seen ih Table XI. - · • 
.. -- ·~ 
·- · 
,. 
I ' .,. , . .. . . ... ·. ' . ... 
.. 
;. , .. · ~1, · . ::. : ... } 
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Percentage of Responses 
a) Lack of funds 59 
b) Lack of staff training 39 
c~ ~ck· of auitabl~ aoftwar~ 33 
. d) Resistance of facdlty 11 
~R-eslstan~ of ~) administratio.n 5 
f) 'Other • __l 
Tot'al 150 , 
• 
- -
* Percentage totals taore than 100 because some 





! - -.: 
OVerallt'bojh users and non-users responded positively 
to using computers in wr 1ting clasB'es. Ninety-one percent 
of all respondents felt that the CO!_ftp_uter is a useful tool 
for teaching writing, 7\ disagreed, and 2\ were unsure. 
I" ' 
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_ , • I• 
• 
.,. 
This su'rvey showed that computers are being used in 
. . 
adult. writing classes across Canada but on a smaller scale 
.. 
than this researcher had assumed. Only 29\ ~ the adult 
educators who r~J;~ponded to the questionnaire were ~sing 
the computer as a writing aid. Cost pf hardware and 
' 
software was the main teaaon for non-use. 
The main function of the computer il) . the English. 
program is word processing which gives students a 
.. . 
68 
. chance to revise and rewrite. However, it was also 
. ' 
notid. that in 8' of t~ cases it was used for diagnostic · 
' ' 
purposes, 20\ for ·tutorial, 25\ for drill and practice 
and 5\ for enrichment • 
Conclusion 
' · . 
The microcomputer has .potential fo~ making significant 
chang~s in .the way adult writing classes are structured. 
Though we are still in a transitional state, .the situation 
is rapidly changing. ThiS researcher predicts tha~ in '* -~ -
' • f 
the near future, students: will use word processors ~or 
. 
writing as commonly as they -now use calculators for 
mathematics. Within a few ye~rs teachers ~ill use 
computers in some combination of ways in adult wr i tlng 
- · 
... 
\r I , 
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programs. Students will revise their writing on comx>uters 
and wiil receivf computerized feedback on at. least some 
aspects of their writing. 
~ 
The fo~lowincf chap,ters wil.l outl.ine the rationale 
and objective ~~~r - a . ccfriiPuter-~~sis~_ed ,1'riti~~ program. 
Chapter VI .will suggest activities·· for a sixteen-week 
teaching ·module _for the program • 
,. 
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Technology will • • • increasing~y 
' ) ' 
af fee~ What we teach and~ COJIUIIUi!c~- . r 
• 
tiona ar~· g_enerated.1 Recent advances ;. 
' in communicatj.on technology Are 
embryonic, . and wr i\_ing teat.cbers .are 
.. , 
~ ~ ' . . 
just beginning .to examine the · 
.•. - . I 





technology and eomposing inst ruc~io.n 
(Tebeaux, 1985, p. ,'42~). ' • • 
- ... 
. Colleges and univer'sitiee are repot:ting that 
students at these institutions lack the ability to 
. . ..... . · . 
communicate eff~ctiv~l/y whil~ usin~ ~ .. the _written voii., 
~lpole and Hess (198S), have noted that students _of 
.< . . ., I 
~ • • ' I 
today do not writ~"~ll and ~hat school·& mu:.t • . ~mprove · 
_the .ab.llrity ··of .o~r stl:Jdents. to wr•ite. As 't~ll, -~eJ?ort~ 
_..--- ,. ' ._ • 
fr~ industry indicate that employees ·do no~ 'po:aaesa 
.... . ..... 
\b~sic writing skills and .. r-.commend that schools and 
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' ~ I 
colleges place mbre emphasis on the ac~iaition of 
~ ' . . . . . ' . . . 
tbe.ae ak-.il~i~. .P.J. ~P~wer (pl.rsonal • co~un~ca)i~n, June 
18, f9s6 ~ . Chaiiman of · the IndustrY: Ad~i_so~y Committee 
to . th~ tee nologies, .Bay St. Geor_ge ColllDlunity' College, 
"iltw ··!, 
. states that one of ~he JPain complaints .. fr.om indusTry is 
' . 
that. gr\duates lack goo~ writi~g skills. 




.~~ can ~r iting instructor,s : rectify this probl_em? · 
.. . . ; 
·The answer would appear to be simples one learns to write 
. . ' - ,. 
• - · &. / 






. . ~ . . . . . 
adult~ atudents to write and revise theiT written work. 
I 
Having already completed ten or eleven years of writing 
. . . 
. ,~. 
in. our school system, many students feel there is no·· 
.. 
. ' 
need' to do .more. Moat view writing, particul~rly 
, . 
revision, .. as a drudgery. Having t .o \Pr~duce seconcJ... and 
third ;afts d.emAnds t~m: that·. th~ :stu;ent ~oes no~, 
·~ _have or. is unwilling, to'J~ve. Teachers ·are· also re~u~tant 
. " 
to' aake •uch deaands __ of. a student because of the t .ime 
' • I \ ' ' ,, • 
· And work . required to pr~duce~ltiple drafts. . . 
I • When vri.irlCJ is done by hand. •and•, .• ,~~d"'t has ' to \ • • • • 
•a\e 'changes in the text, ~ the entire paper has to be 
\ 
. . . . \ 
. rewritten. H~ever, uain~f the co•puter as a vr itin9 tdol . 
. . . ' 
,. • • - ' !.' ' 
e_li•1natea the fruatr~t1on o~ revri~••· Ch~g••-. in text• 
.. . . ,. . ' 
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, ~r'-\ 72 
• .. 
f . 
t1 ins~rt his/h~r disk, make necessary' add~t·ions or delet;,lons,\ 
and get ·a new pr~nt-out of hfa(her ent~re p~~er without 
.:'• .. • • 9 • 




. I \ . 
that this new medium for writing (will be motivating in · ... 
~ . . / . \.. itsel\ despit·e the belief that a. ults a'ke intimidate~ 
by the advanced technology. I~ a) recent survey done by 
thi~ researcher of a~ul.yeducatiin • across Canada on. the 
use of the computer in ~riting cl\aoea,Q it was reported ' 
. . 
that although adults are a little apprehensive initially, 
'- • .• >3 
they generally enjoy the process. 
Myers (1984), reports on hi,~use of the compu~er .irr 
. . ' 
. . ' ..,., 
the teaching of writing aevelopment to first semester 
st~dent-J at &ene~a Col~e~e1 a~in 'so do kg o~tl--i~es the 
.. . - . - - " 
reaso·ns ·f -or the teaching module included here i ·He . feels· 
I ~t. ' 
• • _tha~- the_ gains o,£ ?,!ch · a program are thre_,folds_ 
Students reported that the writing 
. ' 
" 
task is more enjoyable, revisions are ' 
.~easier to mak~and they ~ave acquired 
....... . 
· · a skill .that will be ·useful in· other 
. 




Thia. modul• addrea1ea i taelf to the 'need for Adult · 
· atuf!enta to diaoover tbe coaputer ta• a tool- vhich 
\ .. 
t . ~ 
.: 
• ·. 
• \ ( r ---., ,. ··- ;, 
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' . . 
facilit~.,tea composition and• revision as well as a tool 
t w~i~h provides them with a.n additi~nal skill~ to be used 
in th~ work place. . As the . student progresses through 
· the exercises, he/she will be applying vord _processing 
1 . . -./_ . 
functions to writin~ problems, and at the same time 
he/abe will be preparing himself to use word processors 
. / . 
~ effectively in future writing .situations. This module 
-
'will provide opportuoity for many different kinds of 
writi~g, f~r d~f~er~nt purpofftts a~d for different ~udiences~ , , 
Composition is a skill requiring more..practice than 
. ,. 
anything else • 
-- · ~ ' 
~ 
This can best be accomplished in the 
__. 
context of the workshop · classroom .model - lecture, 
~ . 
~ discussion, vriting, _and re~riting with the co~pat~' 
~a~ a word processing prog~am !s . comp~sjf.on toolS·. ""-
1 T,ha vor~a.hOp IIJOdel is the ba.~la~ for this teaChing mo,le. ; 
· · Southwell (1982), propose~ another good reason for I ' . . . . .. 
•u_aing th~ · .. computer fot developmental writing. She feels 
t~at the computer k~eps students eonat,ntly involved !in 
their learning, offers· privacy because ·it spares students 
· . ., having to reveal to . ~ra· 'how much they. may not know, 
and contributes to positive attitudes. These proviAona 
. ~ 
are i.portant~ for adul~ learners who may feel inadequate · 
, 
• \ - . . • 
/' • > 
. I • 
. ' C~\ . •, ' ... I . ' . \ \. 
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and need experience that can help build ael_F~eonfidence 
' \ . . ., 
and permit .them to progres~ their own rate. ) 
. ~, ___ . 
The computer_is a toal of the curr~nt age andl ~dult 
. . . 
educators ~ustlexplore the potential of thiJ n~ medium 
~ . . 
for Wljiti ng • Why nave students . perform the tedious task 
. . . 
of wr-iting and rewriting when they can easily compose and * 
revise at the computer? Not only does writing 'become 
. . 
. easier, but when in.div~du~l_s ~ecome fami]'iar_with the wo'd (! 
. 
processing commands, they work independentlr. Such ·a . 
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. CJIAP'l'BR 5 ~ 
.. aBJiAVIORAL OBJID~ ~FOR ~~ llODOLB I 
• 
The ma~urpose o~educational obj~ctives is_ to~4i~e 
·. direction f//IJ'lhe learn1ng process. The objectives which · 
. . .... . ., 
follow a.re fundam~ntal ~o the ~g process an9 particularly 




with caree~-oriented hig.h pcboo~ graduates. i~ mind~ 
. . 
'I'her;efore, the objectives do not deal directly with learning 
.. 
.. 




·Behaytoral for the Module . \ . 
• 
. ~\ 
the. ~od~l ·e1 the stu~~nt .,yt 
. "'-..: __.:.-..;:/ 
f , 
. · Aft~r c:arefu.lly completin~ 
• / "':~rr 
'"t..· ' • • ' 
should ·be .able toz· 
• 
·. l. kn~· the 'c;omputer \and its C!)mponents, · 
. 2. know how to care fo~ the computer and disks, 
. ; 
3. . . .know how to start and ~top· the compute.r, 
• . 6. 
'· 
k~~ how to load and atop. a computer pr~ram 
' \ . --:. 
qa)J. up . the i'-_/ 
ael cf r~ui,ed- word 
s. compu~'r aenu or dir.ectory, . . 
. 
processing fu~ctiona, 




create and name a file, 
.. 












.. ~ : • 
. . 
.. ;., 
tl : .-. ,-, ~ ... • • .' I ' • · ~ -.f.:· , · \· ~· .~~ · ~ · • I ~ • 
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- ·, ; 
>:I : 
/ . 
recall a file, 
use the .centering 
. 
'\ 
use the command to 
•• 
.. 






use .the save and ~rint commands, 
· . 
move the cursor a worqr.. a 1 ine, a screen, 
"" . 
u~ the scrolling techniques,"'-. 
rearr~nge b~o~ks o~~~~t, · 
enter a piece of writing on the computer, 
use the indent . function, 
u' the' double/triple spacin9. command, 
separate and . _pombine•text, . · 










• • editing 
.· . 
·~. \ writing ~nd proofr~~ding 
6. sharing _a~d p~liah~n~ 
# ... 
. . ·~· 





~a.e the -~tepa· ~f the vrtjng p.r~caaa to 
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~dow •the _functi~a in~ol ved in rav:a:ing aa being 1 
1. addition· 
3. 




• .··~, . 
'· ~ 24~ "~ us_e the functions involved J_n revising, 
• 
.. 
-25.· know the operations associated-wi~h effective 





3. subject-verb agreement 
: " 




"J pron~un reference and agreement 
appropriate word choice 
spelling 
.. 
use effective editing procedures, 
1. 
' # 
' , ~\' I . • , '\ 
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• • f. 
know the metho~s of gathering ideas for 
.. / . . 
w·riting .as belng& 





use of literary materiala 
·.t· . 
observatiorl 
5 • ,,... recalling 
\ 4'' 0 
\ 
us~he~e methods to gather information for a . 
.compositio·n, 4 
. ~! • 
demonstra~e audience awarene~s when ·writing, 
• f , . ' 
reco~niz~ a well construc~ed p~ece o~ritingl 




33. use unity ·and coherence in writing, 
... 
~ . - , 33. know the different methods ~f ordering intormation 
~ chronological, spatial, c~tegorical, 
34 • · use tne' di.fferent methods of. orderlng inf~~tion, 
• • I 
35. recognize t~e importance of using supporting 
. . . 
details .... iii""'.writing .- . exa~p~a cauae/e~fect, . 
.. ' compariaon/contraat, 
- . . 
. 3'6. uae. auppor'ting detai}a in .,r 1t1!"9, 
. . 
.· 
' . ;·"-' . \ 





.. · ~ -
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- - . · ·, )!," 9 ' . -. 
1 
. ... 
37 . develop a topic sentence by. maintaining the 
subject in several consecu~iv~ sentences, 
38. :> produce. several aifferent· types of writing 
from the same topic sentencei 
39. 
. '( 
~rite an effectiVe ending, 
40~ recognize .. the importance of· descriptive 
41. 
detai~ and vivid v~r's in . ~~~ting, 
write a descriptive ~aragraph, I 
42. know the effects of sensory appeal on writing, 
43 use sensory appeal in writing, 
the elements of ' 44 • . know narration 
·--~ "' 
1. purpose 
2 •• point of vi~ 
YJ. , structure 
-
45. write a nar~ative paragraph, 
y 
46... use clear, concise language, 
• 
as beings 
! .. / 
'; ~ 
. 
· 47. know .the elem~nts o¥ exposition as ~~inga 
·. , . 
1. struct.ur~ . ~ "" 
-: • ,f 
' 
·~ ·.• 




• .. r •'t • 
• 3. metboda -of 'de'.,.loP'aent .., 
' . . 
. ' . 
. . .• 
4. unity and f.ocua . " ,~ 
.• 
,. t • 
I 
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/ 
48. write an expository para~raph, • 
• 
• 
49. know. the importance .of trans~tion in wri~~ng, 
' . SO. use transition in producing- an essay of 
- sever'al paragraphs, 
~ 
51. .know the kinds of 'J,l'tfotmation to be included 
• 
' "' \ 
. ' '( , 











. .. # ,. 







' ... . .· 
·. ( 




'\ ... ' .. 
' . I .~. 
.. 
-... 
52. prepa-re- a resume, 
--53. • • recognize situations r~uiring various kinds 
• 
of business letters, 
/ . 
54. write a letter of application , 
SS.o ,write a . letter of inquiry or complaint, 
-56. write a friendly letter, 
~ . 
57. recognize situations requiring a memo, 
. ' 





r!cogni~e simi~ti~s/dif~erences b~tw~en 
. ... 
the business letter and the memo, 
• b , 
60. ~rite appropr late-memos for various si tuat.ions, 
61. :. :'.recognize different types of reports, 
.. \ . . . 
\ ~ . 
62. r&~oqnize·· 1t-1qda o~. ~atic:fri q,a:atained'. 'in 
rep~fts~. . . . \ 
63. resiarch facts for a simpl~ repor-t, 
' 
, 
• . • 
, 
· ~ ,, . . /"-:;· . ,. I 
. 
t" ~ ... ) ;··. •' ~ 
·t . 
;:/t ' ( " • ' . -- ... 
\ • 
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65. know the aspects of creative writing~ as beUg: 
• 1 • · sincerity 




4. re~creation of an experience. 
66. discuss var-ious pieces ol writing \n terms of 
th~se aspects, 
67. know ti}e. .importance ·of u.g figurat~ve 
language and of avoiding clich~s, 
• 
68. write a short essay, keeping in· 
. -~spec~S.-Of creative 'writing, 
I ' 69.- u~e . flgurative language, 
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OUTLINE OP POsS~~L! AC!;r~TI~A ~~CBIRG _ 
IIODULB OR COIIPU'IBR-AB.SISTBD 11_JUTIRG' 
Iotrodugtion 
.... 





read witboQt pl~asure. -·-
(Samuel Johnson) 
r -~his statement sets the tone for any writing 
lesson. Pro~ucing an ·effective piece of writing ofte:p 
requires several drafts of the written 
, 
finished product. When done by hand, ~ 
demands much effort on the wr-t.ter's~art • . 





to produc: good writJrg can ~elimina~~d by utilizing . 
in
• 
the' latest in educational . tech ology, the computer, ~ 
the r.J:.ti'(lg class. . . · · . , 
. 1 \ This module aims to•impr~ve ~student's wr ~-~ing abili~y 
' ~ . ,1!'7" • 
- by e~poaing each one .to a v,a·riety .of writing- for dlffer~nt -
puipoaes, and .f~r different audJ.enc.ea~ · At the, same time, 
; 
' . . 
the module aims to alleviate the laborious task O~'revising · 
and iewriting•e~tire s~ri~ta. 
' 
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' The target learners will be high school graduates. 
-~· ~ .. 
-· Th-is researcht:r assum·ea that· these students will already 
. ' 
,· 
have m~stered the basics of writing. Therefore, t:·he 
lecture/discussion actfvitie~f~d1is . mc;;dule w.ill deal 
. : / • - I 
with methods of · improving ~pon these basics by examiniflg 
-._and diB~u;s~g samples of -~Ood.v~~t:.:g. My ~roblems v~th 
grammar and ~echanics should ..b.e-bandled. ·on aft int1ivi·lual 
. "' .... 
basts in student/teacher conferencing Slfasiona·. 
' --- ~ , 
Evaluation for this module will be coritinuous • .iach· 
' . . 
piece of wrlting wi_ll .. be ,kept "'on file for comp~ison 
p~rposes, but only the final copy wil~ be considered in 
(' . .,-




This teaching . ..module is designed to cover a six-. .. ... 
-;een-week period of three less8{s per week. Eac.h 
._ I ' . 
lesson is designed to cov.er a frifty-i\inute teaching 
. , . 
pe~iod. Detailed les~on plans are not proytded. The 
I 
intention of this researcher J.a . to otit~·ine activities 
' I " \ .. 
that a ~ri.ti~g ·..,te.ac~et"<.pa~ adapt tQ .the \need~f bla/bu 
individual atudenta ... Tla• aonstrainta for ,aotivltl•• 
• • . . . t 
J 
• ~re b~aed o,nj what, this . researcher has .deter•tn•d. '.to ~·· 
the 1i.e1' that . the aveiage. stu~ · o,~:~ ,acot..Uah. ' 
Individual student• vho do· nott require ~he)tl~• allotted · 
. . ' . -· . ~ .. . 
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.. 
. \ 
' I • • 
written assignments for other~lasses. · Studenta·expel'i•nc-
.. ... .. . •· 
ing ··further . dl.ff·icu.lti~s wi·ll b~ dealt wfth ·.on. ·aJ.. .-
. . " . . . - . 
!' 
I 
-'individual basis· in the· for:m ot instr:uctor:-adminlaCered 
. .· 
tutorials. . . • 
The first six lessons of the. module will. focu~ on . . 
' the opera-ion and care of a computer and .~the basics 




. of opera:ting .·a word ·J?_roco~s· program~. · The~.oces~ of . . . 
~ \ . 
. writing will. not be directly discussed during this period. ·. 
. " ; . . . . .. 
since individual inilt.r.u~tora wll~ be using dif.ie.r.ent 
. . 
'. . . . . .· 
computers aruLa.. vari.ety of ~ord processing progt}liiB~ the 
·/ ) f . . . 
\ • 4 
. . . . , . ... . . 
outline _of the f_irf!Jf six ~es_sona will _be .• general_.·fne. ~· - ~· · . . 
~~nee ex.pla!latio
1
ps mayq' !ary depending o_ n th.·' compute!\. and . ~. . "- ' 
the· word proc~saing p·~ogram being _,sed, efch instructor · "\. ·.-
..... _ . .. / . 
• • r " • • 
will b'! guided by the manuals which accompanY,. th_e co•P.uter 
. '\' ,..,. 





condu~ted. , ... 
J Tho~ Co;puker , ... ·- .. • 
0. . ; ..... ",. ~. 
• 
• .. I '~ 
... . • 
1fllk ~~~1100 1 - •. ' .. 
Thin lea•on w 111 fa•tlii.r ia~ the atud•nt 'V .lth' the· · 
- ~ ; . . . . ( -~· . ,. 
t ·o•put•er ai\d ·t~ t~. co•ponent.a .• ~ .A~ atep~bY;:·atep ~ explan.a~•on, · · 
• , . • • .J .. ... • I , . .,.: '• • ·. . :. 
\ , . of _$h• ,fu~c;i:ion ~:.~•ch coap~ent ~U be ;il.oa .. 1•erY.. -. ~·v!~ . 
-..JJ . ' " r . - • . 
• • • • • ., • ' f ~ , 4 ··~. 
: ' • e , V ' 1 • •" 1 ' I ' ' • • • .. \ ' • .,. ' 1 
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.. . . . --..:._ ' ·.' 
.. • - • ·- I - - ' • I 
· -~tua~~ts ~i-t at the~~~~( ~{y?.u discus/ eaCh cOmpoJ1.:n;_ ; · 
::-the keyboard, · the. screel,-:-aisks·, · di;(-dr'ive, and the·· --
printer. · At this time it i~ ver; , imp~tant ~o e~plain 
. -
'to the class how 
1
'to, care for r each c~mp\j.te!~ mponen_t, .. . . . 
0 • •._ , -par:ticulariy the dlsks ; . · . .: ~ - · · ·-....... • · · · 
. ':--
. . "· - . . ! ,. '\ 
o ' • o ' • • t ~ t ', ' I 
· :·' . This lesson sho_uld also - coveri the basic steps in 
usi~g ~-c~~put~r. ~ · Th~~e · ~tepa ~~ul~ .incl~d~l "'- - · ' . 
. . , . .· . 
* - a). I • · staftin_~ (_the ~~~u~er, . 
·. .. . 
'· 
. . ' loading a program, . ·. b) 
•• • ,•o • 
.. 






-,. .• y ,.. 0 
. . . . 
,/""--; _ .d.> . tu_r.ning of~ the computer. 






week 1. LesSon 2 I • I • -
:' . 
.( 
·. · . This lesson will. begin with a review of ho.w to star_t 
' . . " .. ·- . 
• 
- . ' . • I . tf 
and stpp t;he computer\ .and . how to start and stop the word · 
~~es~~g ~rOg~am~_. ~is les~on -~~ll also cove;;·: : . .. 
--
.... 
· · · a) _ an e'xplanatio~o~ the program menu, : K 
' 
- b) ·how to call a m~u to. the scr.:een; 




to recover . from errors • 
Ail ~f this will be-outlined in .·the word p~ocessing manual. 
0 .. -- • .. • 
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Lesson ·3. -~ 
• ! - t 
·. The student is now ready to ~nte.r text ·.~nd u~e some 
---of the:word pr.ocessing fu~.t~ns to make cor;te~tions. 
Pro~-1d~ e~h st:~dent w!tti a lei:ter : or a ParagrAph~~ 
hasmi.stalte~·tbt~ughout. GO thr~ugh the f~ilOWi~g p~oceci~re~ • 
- _ ' · , dth t~e 'stUdents• - ~~ , . · 
' . 
·. 
' • ..... 
"-· \ 






' a) have each student create and name a file, ........__'---......__ 
·b) have students typ·e .in the piece ... of .wri~ing ·--"-~· -






t;' . ..• 
-: .. · . 
f \, 0 
• .. 







~) ' show students how~o set margi~s and use 
t~~ center~ng command, 
'-...· 
d) 'fih~w tbe students ho\1! to us~-· the insert 
........ . . 
-- . 
· - and del-ete functions, 
...____ \ 
~ . (e) show students, how to cortect mistakes in 
'-.....__ . . 
the text, ·-... 
(,f) demonstrate ho~ to save - .~nd print 'the 
document. 
--~ . 
. ' \ 
\ 
Week II. LaSso~ 4. 
- . This lesnon will begin by having each student reco~er 
. ' I 
. . the piece of writin~ -which .-he/she. saved on di~k in the 
. . / . . . . . 
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. ~re~. in the p~evio~s lesson. By d.irect~ng the stud·e~-~ 




. - w~ll' practice. the ~unc~rons intro~d i .n the pr_!.vious 
.. 
lesson. At this time, : the student should be sSovn ·how 
' . . 
to move the C~rsor WithO':Jt ·having it CO.Ver . each le'tter • ~ -
. .· ', ~ . ... , 
In effect, .the student sho~ld be taught how· to inove the 
. " . . 
. . 
cursor o'ne line or one screen. At\th~s stage ,th:J stu_dent 
should be· introduced to scrolling- m.oving the ~ntire t~xt · 
. . 
backward or forward.- ~t th~ end·of t~i:& les_!on, the student 
. . 
should once again use th~ ·SAVE and ·PRINT commands; 
·week I I. 'LeSson 5 " -
• • I 
This 1 essen ~ill cove~ inserting, deleting, and . · 
rearranging blocks of text." In order 'to accomplisb..this, · 
;he student will need to calf hi;/he~ · ~rig.lnal ·· ffle to 
. ' . ··~ 
the screen. · Another p.aragra~~' prepa~ed·by the instr~c._to.~, · " 
. . . " 
will now be added to the original text by the studen·t ·. 
\ . . . .. . " 
This paragraph will include mis'takes such as words repeated, 
' .. 
a sentence repeated, . and illogical ordering of' the 
. 
sentences . ... The student shou:ld be directed to delete • -
the senten~ that ·appears· twice in the te~~. Since the 
. . . . ;' . ' .. 
. ~ ' . . . . . sentences' · · 2!~e not 'in logical 9rd'!r, the student ~ill 
" ' . . ' 
practice block~ovement of text to rearrange them. A 
~ . 
sentence from · par'agraph two may be mo~ed· to.,. paragraph · . ~ 
. ' I . \'.ft. ' .. ,_ 
·. 
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Onf!.. New words ·or s~ntences "may- be · added t"o ei the.r 
. - ··-· 
paragraph. A .J~hol~ ~p~ragraph may -be move~d·, such that 
par~r~ph ·two ri·~w ~~com.~s . para-gr~.Ph . one • . Any: such· · 
. • l 
e~erc.is~ will suffice. as _.long ·a~ tiJ.e· student ·acknowledges 
' . . \. . . \ . : . 
the need of adding and deleting charaQters, words~ .or.whole 
. . .... . . .... . . .· . \ . ' . . . . . :' . ·. 
lines, ~nd ~a~ see how: th~ . en~ir, .. ~~xt· :can b~ re~,huffle_d · 
using the commands available. 'This new' gocument . can now 
Q • • .,, • 
· ~ . 
be SAVED and PRINTED. 
l(etk/. II. Lesson. 6 
\ • ! \ - .. 
\ 
·\ 






This lease:>~ ·"ill deal with .enter ~~g paragr;aphs 
....._· correctly. The student w~ll · ·pract~~e - how. t~: 
a) · indent .a paragraph, . . \ . . 
b) select dou~le or ~iple spacing, 
•• ' 0 • • 
. 
c) split. one paragraph .Into severa~, and 
d) merge· several ' paragraphs · into one · 
.. .. ' .. . . 
I ' 
I~struct st~dents tC? create · and . name another file. ··.· 
., 
Proyide stude~ts ~ith a 1ieca of writing con~isting of 
.. 
tw.s> ·or thr ee paragraphs to . be en.tered on the computer. 
" . . . . 
. ' 
• • • *" • • 
The student c~n now be directed to split a paragraph between 
. . . . . . . . 
• 0 • •• 0 • 
two specified sentences. ?!.t:~graph one m_,v be joined with 
para~r-~ph two~ Ag~in, ~ny exe:rcises wi•rl; sufflce·,· s~ long· 
' 
as · ~h~ stude~t practfces the new commands.· At the .end 
.. ~ " ' • ~ 1 .. • • • 0 • • • • • • • 
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WRITING ACTIVITIES 
'• 
' - . 
The student is now ready to begin the .writing program·-:. 
. .. . . . . . ... 
. ·~ 
89 
. .·· .:. ·. 
' . 
. . . ··~ 






and use . the compute·r a~ a comp'osing ; aid.: Al,fihough the . . . - . .· ·,_-:. 
. . . . . .. . . .. · .. ··· 
• • • • • • ' \ • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • t •• ~ • • • 
basic word processing: functions' will. have ~een . covered_, · ,• :: - ~-
. : • . . • . . . • ~ • • ·' . , • • • ,'l. • . . . • • • • .. · . : • . · • ': 
. • a nu.mber ..... of ott~ers w~ll be ' int_r:;pduce~· duriz:ag ._the cour-se ·. · .:::··-.- . . ·: ·,.. 
'" ' '' f... ' ' • • • - • ' ' t I I ' .' ' • ' . •' '', " ' '• • • ' - • : ' : • " I ' • ' ' ' ' _" : • " ·: '. ; ' : 
· ~ · ,of the writing. When students -are sufficiently. · familiar . - . .- : -··- : . ·:'. 
.. . . 0 • • • •• •• • ' .. : • : : • • . • -~ :· , ~ •• •. ~- • • :. • • ~ -- ... · ; :........ • . • • • .:.. . • : . · • • • • • 
·, ··: .. \· -. 'with 'the word 'proce_~s.J_ng ' p~ogr~m, .. they. can' .. b.e introC:lu'ce~ .. : ... ...... '- \' : 
: • \~ ' • It,._, . , ~ ' • • , "; : · 
1 
' ' • •: '•. ·,.·. • .. , • • .. : • .- · ·. ·,\'·',~ • ; ', : • 
· to other programs ·such as· a spell check .program : ·or . · >:-::~ . .- · 
•• • • ..: • • • • • • • • • • • ' ,1 • • • • • :. • • • • • ~ • ' ·' .......... : -
,, ·g~amma·F _ .c~~ck . pr~gram. : . ~ The~e :~r~.gr~~s - je . no_~ ~-eal _ ~Y : - :-··.·;'t 
,tSsential to _a computer-as~isl:ed wr;iting cour~e, ·-. s.o ... · · 
... • :when t~ey _ are: to ·.be :used i~ · .. e.~t!ii:ely :up · t . \ .t~e ~r-it,lil'g;-' · ·. ~:··,~ :, .' -: <:· 
, . . . . . .. . 
· · ;·-. ·-~i_n_s .. t -r -uc- tor ~ ·.-_ ·· · · -.. --- . . ~ . . 
• • 1 . 
'· • ' ' 
·., 
. ·-
, . t . ·, ,. 
ThE!. ~·oli.owing exercises 'de.al ~Ure,ctly wi;th writJ.ng. ,• ... 
D • • ~". ' : ' " ' ' ..., , ' , ' •,' ,' ' • • ',,· ' • • ' • ' • , • • ~· • • \ . ' t ; 
It is recommend~d that all. exercises be sho.rt (200-30.0- · :. , \ · . .. 
. . ·. . . . .· ' ..  : ... · . . . . . ' . '. ··.· .· . ·. . .. 
··words).· The idea :.,is · not to have .student's produce lengthy . . : . . 
• • • • . • • • • . : .· - . t • • • • •• ' • : ·• • ••• • • •• ••• • • • •• ~ . · .: . 
documents but to ·_write well.. ·· · ·· · .. . · :.~ 
.. • ~ • I . • • . .. 4 
· .. Each of t~~- ~~llowing activ~t~es is . bas~d .:on ·.the 
. .. . . 
workanop . model of .teaching wr'iting. : .. A lect~re .. to· be 
• • ·.I . : • • • • • •• • • • \ 
., 
'• 
··. ·· .. ' .. . 
... 
followed by .dt'scu!ision will · introduce·· e~ch topic. ·. The · .-. · · ·· .- ·,: 
two . -~lasse.s f~~l~wing w11i· ':be ~sed : · f~~rp w;i·ti~~ . ~nd ·. .. ·.• ·: ,.· :; ·. f 
. . . · •. ·. . . . ·~ ' .• . -: i ··, ' . / . : :;: 
revising • . During_ these per.iods,: t.e~Cber/B~t:Jd.eJlt ~on~erences • . >(·::.:·:~ 
I • I .. 
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: · ... · . .' I . ' l ' : . •. . Week III • . · Lesson z·, .. ·· . .  . .. . 
/ . .-:. ' . . ·/'·: . · .. .:': · ··. · _::. · .· ·:. ·. ··.·L~~t·~·~·e (~· ·~over~-·~h~ ·~t.eps ~£· the ~r~-~ing ~r.o.~ess .. f · · · · .. \· ..... 
:· ·: .' . . . :~ : ·.. . . ·.. . .. ·.-: ... : . : . . :- ... · .· :, : :. . . . . ... i . . :< .· ... · .. ·: .::- :·.;. . : .. · ... : : : . '· .. ' ·, :' ... : · .. : .:.". . . . t • · • .. •• : 
·; ·, ·: ·· ·, . . from pre.:.writing to· writing · the ·fina-t ·draftt.· . Involve the ·. · :· · . '. · . . ...; . 
. :_::. :.L :- :) .. ··· ·_.. ·.··.~·tu~~-.~~·~ ·.~:~ . : ~·: .:d·~-:~~~~,i~h .· -~·~·-.·~·r·i~·~;~·g> : .~~~ ~~~~·~.':u~~d;;_:.'b~"> ·. :·:·· :· .. ·. ~0••• · • . _ ..':: J:.: ,:· .. l• • •• • • • • • ••• · .'. ·· :· ; •• _ ... ·~. : : • • :. ::::· ... 1:· .... ', ' ... --~·. ·:·· .• : . ..... ··. :.·: .. • : _- •• •.• • . .... ·• : .... ~ ::,. ~ .• : .. .. <· · .. · ., •. . t • 
..... _.··! . . · · .. <~ · . ·· .. e~p·~·r'J:~~ced 3~.~~·t~~.s.' ,Jjci ... t.net~o.cis ·. t.~~ · stu~e~~s i·. :~~~m~·elv.es,.; .. :~:· . ·: -· .... .-. ;· 
: ·.· ,.: .. o ·: , ,. " , ·. , :• ·~~.' ',:,,' .. , : · ••••• ' .... 'G. ; •;:, • ' .... ' ·;•,:\':. · :· ...... :- •• ••• .. , ·, :. : · , :,'. ' ,· ··~· • ,: ' ':·.! ,, ,''·::.·.' • ·:.:~ • ,: :i ,': ~ l ·~ :: • : ~~· · ~ 
:·~·: .. · ... ·. . · .: · . . :' use~ .-· . Discuss :the, computer .: and the advantage~ ·:·of .:·.using . . . . .~ ·: . ::~ 
•',•, / • • ' I( • •) ' ~ ' .: •, ·.~:, ' ' • ' . · .'·. ' • •• •• • • , • • • • :'' : ,.: ..... • :. • ' • • .. • ' • • •• ':• ',: ' '. : ' • ' • .,· , • • • '. ·.. ' • ', ••: .'• I I • • • • 
:/·-......  : . :· .. : ·. ::.·:·:. <·:.: _. ~:·:; ~~ .. ~~~-~·.~~~~y~··. -~-~~~~~·:.~~~ .... ~~·~::~~i~i~g_ ·_~foce~·~ · . · · .~~~~~-~~t·a~e·. · .'· 
I . . . , "' ' . , " .. . ., , .. . . . . . , . .. " ~ . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . 
. ::·:..... ·. ·· . ".t·he steps :. ot ' th'e · wrfting ptocess ··by usirig a . computer 
, ":: .,•: ·.· .. ·~ . :.. . ... : . . · ·.·· . ~·: .. ~ ... .. /~· ~ :.·.: ·, ..... -: ... . .. . .... . :. ;. ·:: ·. ·::, ... . . . ·.· .. ·. . . - . . 
_. .. · .. · . .. : ·. an~ .. a:. "large pton'itor .. · .wh~cb.:' c~n be viewed · by .. the-whole 
·:: . . . ··· ... ·. :\·. .. . . · ·~ .. ': :·.· .. ·. ~- .. ·.~· ' . -· ,.. . . ·: · ,.· .·· . 
. . · · · · :class. ··At· :the '· end: of. this le.sson, . direct · students. to 
......... . ·~ . -.~ ~- ···· ·:·.:·.:: · .. · ~ ... ·.~·.·. ~· .. ·. · . . . ,.'·' . _: . ·. . .. . .. · . ... 
· · ... · sp~nd · ~ome ·.- time·: be~wee~ . ·cl,sses thinking., abo·ut a ·.topic 
. : . ; .. · ... ' . ~ ·~ . :,. . . •, . .. : 
. . . ·. ··~ ... : 
. . ·. -.... 
.:..:: . ..... :::...· ----,.---, .....:.· -1t~· htti.all'· te' .. '-:-.tbey would like to wtite about · .the ·aurlng next · 
... ••• • • • • •• • • • • • •• • .. • • • • • ; • •• ••• • : ... ... • t'• 
. '· 
' .· 
I I • 
. . 
. 
. ' . 
. . ....... 
.. ,· . 
' • , I 
.. . 
. 
.... : '~ 
... , . 
.. 
.... : ' : . 
~ ' .. . 
;. ,. ~ .. 
·.: :- \,:~.· ' 
.·· ·· .. ::. . 
1.,'; 
~~~. :,:. -:~ 
. . .. 
.. 
· · class::·· · Encour.age ·students to -sne·e-~i'Opic ·that- they .. 
'· . . .. . . ... . . . 
• ' • • f kn~w and. · ~re .. interes:ted . iri ~ : . · .. :. 
.
. .· -f.~· 
. . ~ •; 
. ·· . ....... , · .. , . . .. . : 
,·~ Week txi~ Lesson ,8 · .: ;. · .
. . . . ! 
. .. • .. 
:· The first ·. 20· minutes of this ciass per,iod ~ sho~ld 
' ; - . . . ' . .~ . -. . . . 
' t)e a fr·ee wr·iting ·exercise. -Instruc't students to · sit· at 
• ' ' • ' ' , • ' ' ' ' ' ' • I • 
•. • • • • • • • ..... • • • • ' \; • • • • (;< • 
·. the keyboard, · create a ·.new file; and write . . for 15 -:- 20 
· . minutes~ _ :.H~v~ · t.he~ : simpl~ ··list word·~, ph~ases, ~·~~t~~ces 
. .-. . . \ . ·. . 
- . a.nyt~ing ~hat .c~mes ~to .mind about. the topic they .. have 
chosen. · ·Assure the students that they· need . not be 
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'·· . ' 
, . 
. ·. / 
: . . . ' 
students-to think of . the audience for .whom they ~re 
Q ~ • 0 ' 
) . w~'i ting. ·Try . ·to. ~.ein~oz;c~ e~e.~y;th~ng ~~at wa.s .covered· 
4 
91 
• , J: l • 0 •• ~ • 
~arl~~r .·on th·e ~stage_s · ~f -writing •. It shoul!l ,be pointed .. 
. ·, · . .; -- · . ' 
. · · out .t .hat J!VeJl professional writer · seldom get a perfect . 
' • • • : '. :. '\ , • • • .. • • 1::!. . \ • . 
piece ·csf . writi~9 .'th.~ first t:ime ·: ar · u~d. _After about ·20 . 
' ,. ~ . . .~ .~ . ·,, \ ' . . . ' . 
minut~~·, . ,.ha~.~ :the stud.ent~ :p·r.in\ a copy ~f .. thei~ ide,s'.' 





. . ·. ' .: ' ,, . . . . \\ . . '. •' :: ~ . 
.. . . ·~ . ~ . . . .. . . . 
remai.nde~ . o:f the· per ~od . wr f ting: a paragraph which will: . ~ , 
0 ' • • 
. ..... ·~· 
be sav'ed on.diak, printed, and submitted for review·. These 
.~ . 0: ; ' ... ·:' -~ . ~. . .. ""': . 
,paragraphs w~ll provide· the exercise f.o:r the ne~t writing 
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, I LesgO)) 9 
,. 
Week' III. " .. 




. . . 
I This .writing' ses~.io~ . w iil be used by .;th~{ ~tudent tQ . 0 • 
•• •• \~ • t • .. .. ~ 'J . 
make es-s~nti.al ~changes in .• his/her written p~·ragraph. Once 
revi$ions. are made; 
\ ' ~ .> • 
" . 
the~ ~or·r:ected paragraph is ·saved on 
• •• '*' • • •• 
• v 
·- .·· .. disk~.·a.nd printed. ~ 
• I . 
. .  ',. 
~ At this ,poi.nt, samples of stu.d~nt '• 
.. 
writing may 'be sh~w~ to ~he class . on the large . mo6l~or, 
. - ~ - · . -
and·· the s~~de!lt~ m~y . ~is~ then t~e compute~ 
. . . 
t~ , revise further. · · 
Week Iy, ·· Lesson 10 · 
\ . 
. . -
· The stude.nts have now completed the'ir first piece 
. . . 
. . 
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' I . : 
, .. ~· , . 
. 
·. lde~ of the students• writing ability. 
. . . 
'Ill - -· ~ • , 




It is .now time 
~hese samples 
. ·. -
; , • • I ... o ) • • • • -. . 
can be obtained from a number ·of sou~c~s and. put· on a · 
. . 'l!l ; . . . : . . 
-disk ~o be : di~played on . the lar~e m~~~tor for . the 
·c:,.n.tire :elm .to view • . · Have .the,\ st~~~!'ts · examine and: 
· ~iscuss ~opening sentences, suppQrting details, and 
0 .. • • ---
.. 
endings.· U~e .· t~e sample para.gr~phs to show bow wri_ters 
can effectively communicate ·their thoughts with the 
e ' , 
help of. good p~ragrapb structure. Discus~ th'e · ~oncepts 
.. • .. t • • • 
of unity and coher~ce ·"' ~ th the ~t~dents. Discuss ·. 
. . . 
' . 
the ordering of events in a paragraph - time, . space; 
. . 
. .. 
climax •. · As· a · home · ·aasignmen~.' ~ provide.· st~d.ent~ ~ith . ~ 
• # 
• 4 0 • • .. " o , , o _.- r ·O:• • ,• ' • t • o 
list. of ·topic sentences .and have: them develop· one of th~se 
., ~enten.ce~ f. to a ~ .. 11 st;uctu~~d -~ar'!graph: ·. These_ 
· . · P~ragraphs will be: ·. shar~d ·with·. ·.teachers ·and 'peers . 
.. . . . . 
• • • ~ •• 0 • , • ~ 
du-~ing _ th.~ n~~.t writing session. · · ·- · 
: <f 
Week· IV. Lesson 11·· 
0 \·' 
·During· -the~ ft'rst five minutes of this cl.ass period, 
each ~~udent .~~li. -~nter blsiher p~ragra~~ 'on a computer;' 
. . . .· . . . . 
dis.k • . 'Itt_. is now 'ready ·to· ·be ~~vis~d •.. . Some ·studen.ts ·· · 
t , ' • I ' ' t o • ' oo o ,' o o I , 
. may. wi'ah to display ·their paragraphs on a large mon~tor, 
:. ·. io·~ .. ~e~; n~v~~':la~i~~·. ·, T~m~ ~~:~~ld be allotted f!·or this ·. 
.. ' 
... . 
. . . 
. . 
• o o I ' o, 
, •• • • t • ; • • • •• •• : :' • • • • .. ••• • • • • 0.: : . -· . 
. - .· 
i'J.h: '·'' < ::. ~,\> : . :,',;_ .: . J;:.; : .. , ::-~;; . : ~ : ~ :-> ; ·' . ;~: ':.. ' • . ,_-:I 
- . . : 
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... ,, .. ,. . . -.· . . 
. ,, . 
I . •. 9J 
typ~ of activ,ity. · ~e I reaaln~er of this period. will be 
us.ed ·f-or student/teacher co'nferring and peer/peer : 
conf~tebce. I I \. . . 
' \ . . ; 
. . I . 
. Week xJ, Lesson 12 j~ 
Th~ · is a . time to i:eviae and rewrite. .liave . the · 
stude~t r \ write .the p / r~gra~h in at· le.ut 'two differe~.' : 
ways and c·opy both . fo~ ,comparison purposes. . The student 
) \ . • I • o • .I 
will then decide .which version sounds best. A student \ . ) .· 
may 9ecide wpethe~ he ~he wants to · ~se sections from both · 
paragraphs t~,.produce a third. Students ~ll'l produce as 
\ . 
many versions \as ·they .wish, until they are satisfied with 
a ffrial copy; \ 'This . exercise simply e .. ables the student 




week v . . Lesson 13 I \ 
,. • 
This class per io ~dll be .'spent ciiscussing and demon-
' s~rating to the cl~s how the addition of describing 
. ... . 
\ 
word~ .can improve a \ arag~aph by prov !ding. ~ore vivid 
pictures· for the· reader. Have sentences, to which--
. . \) 
~escripti~e ~etail ~~~\ be · a~ded, on .a disk, and use ~the · 
. I ' . . . . 
. . ' . \ . . . . 
large monitor for demonstration. Have ·students suggest 
.\ 
describing words ~o i a~~ to these sentenc~s. ~iscuss 
\ ... ~-
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the.idea of •appeal• to · one or more of the senses . when 
. I 
~riting. Discuss the ·use of vivid vjr~s. ~emoristrate 
how compar.ing and contrasting can· make pictures mo~e. 
- . . . . ' ' / 




Weeks y, Lesson 14 
. .· 
. ..... -:• · ... 
' ~ .. ~ 
It is--suggested that this~p~riod be used .-for in-class 
~riting. Have students select a t'opic of their choice 
. . 
(or p..rov ~de a number .of topics for the stpdents) ·and 
. . 
enter a descriptive paragraph on. t ·heir disks. Have 
• 
them SAVE and PRINTotheir rough draft. Thfs should be 
. ... ·. 
. ~ . . 
submitte~ for the instructor's comments at the end of class . 
Week V. Lesson 15 ___ -..;:;::::;:-
. .. 
. . 
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writing with the class. A ~inal copy shoul.d be produced 
during this period. 
Week YI, Lesson 16 
This lesson deals with the narrative par~graph. 
Discuss : how. this paragraph will ' tell a~o~t thin9~ --that 
hapPened and how i .t i~ no[mallY writte1 with one event 
... 0 .. ·' I .. 
I 
?J;'. !'. 
• t ' 
. I ~· . h . ' 
·H' ' •' ;, . • .. . . , \· . 
I 
I . . 
=···' ~ - . , '· ··: l: s ·- "-' • - . • ~ t 
. . . ' -~ 
' I 
.. 
, · 1· . ... · !.., .. , • • • ;-J.; . • • •." . . .... , _ 
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following in sequence after another. Discuss the use of ~ 
~ • I ' \ ---~~ • 
c'lear and precise iansuage. Show how . descriptive d~fail-
. . nl'\.... . . i ·. 
can be included. Have· student~ compo§e and enter a narrative 
. i . 
paragraph on their. personal disks and PRIN~ a copy ~or 
s~binis~ion. . . / · . . . 





:- · ·. 
. •', 
J . . 
. 'Week 
t , • • 
' · 
and revise their ritten ·.work. A final co~y sh~uld be 
produced during periodr 
} 
/ 
I . I 
Thi~ lpsson will deal with the expository para-
graph·• 'l't is explanatory writing - how to ma_ke a 
cake1 z w to · fix a flat, tire. Discuss .how · narration 
and·~t~r-iption can be us.ed ._t~ ~nric.h . exp.ository writing. 
Disz~sJs the use of exampies wh"en try 1'\9 to exJ?lain 
:so ething. Discuss the importance of clear and precise . 
Have students open a ne~ file it . the computer arid 
c;:ompose and enter an expository paragtaph. Have -a few 
suggested topics for students who have probl~ms deciding · 
. ~ . 
_ . ....sm-a topic. 
' 
----
. . . 
~-------
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Week VII. Lesson 1~ 
· . · Use_ this period to examine ·and discuss-the par·agrctph 
. . . .. 
f.rom the . pre.viou~ class. ·. Stu.dents wi-ll . make rev-is~~)Qs 
. . : . . \ -; .. 
and produce a final copy by the end· of this class period • . 
0 : ••• •• ' ! . . . . . . . . 0 • 
.. 
--· . ) . ~ . \ . 
· :. ·week·· VII. · · Les~on 20 .. 
' . 
·~his period · is ·to. b~ used for an in~cl'a~s ··writing 
as~i~nment for eval~~tion p~rposes • Have students · use 
the computer to c~mpose, 
. , 
pa.ragraph of the~r -~boice. 
. --
--· 
revi:se, .SAVE and PRUT ~· 
Have a number o~ topics 
available for stu4ents who m~y not have a topic in mi·nd •. 
0 : 
Week VII. Lesson 21 
No~ that students have s~ent .five weeks on · paragr~ph 
/o writing~· , they ~ are ready . to write longer compositions. 
. ... . .......-- . .: --- , 
. This .lecture w~;lTJ)e spent on easy writiricJ. : It would 
,. ' 0 ' ' 
.. ... -· 
be helpful here to have several good· essaya which can 
I +' • • ' o 
. , . .. 
be displayed on.·a large monitor . and discussed. by the 
entire .cl'ass. Opening ·paragr~pbs, ~he .body of• th~ 
. . . 
text, and closing paragraphs should be cl~sely examined • 
. blsc.uss the ·i~ea of . tra~~i tion .~ Exami'Jil·e language 
. .. . .. .. 
u.sage, coherence, . and uni~y of the written co~position. 
' 
. 
Instruct students to come to. the next wr i ... ting sessi~n 
with. an .essay tQpic in m~nd. 
·' .. 
.. 
.. · . 
-· ·. 
. ,_. . 
.. 
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Heek .VIII. Lesson 22 . . 
During. this cl.ass,• students will engage. in a 
« \ 
~oilabo _r_ative W~it'i·ng e~~rc~se~ Bav~: .eac~ vu·d~nt 
select a w.orking partner. : oivi~e - the class tim~ equa~_ly 
,. • • J - • .. • • • • • • ,. • 
97 
to insure. that each student g_ets time. to .discuss· h~s/ber . . 
·~ I J• 
f ·.topic. As one student talks· abput his/her topic, the 
. : . .· - . 
.. • . 
other will enter ideas on the computer. Since.· this, ..is 
.C? 
a brain-storming exe'rcise, a~v ise students-:-"to ·enter .. 
. * • 
OJllY. key words and phrases. Trying to write complete 
. · ' . ' _,. -..-...... ). 
sentences wiM-be. restricted at th-is stag't!. :sharing· 
I 0 
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• . ... 
·-. 
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suggestions as well. After 25 minutes have the first 
student. SAY~ and P~IN~ his/her lfst ~( · ideas •. Have 
. . ' 
students switch roles and follow the same procedure • 
Cl 
Each student will now be equipped with a list of ideas 
for a short essay. 
,. . 
Week VIII. Lesson '23 
. ~ . 
During ·this sessio~, e4ch student will decide wbich 
ideas ·are relevatt,to the topic. The student will;th~n 
. ' 
a r rang.e and bulld these ideas into . an essay of· about 
~ . 
. . . . 
200 wo.rds. At the end of this period, each student. will., 
· /dave and print the rough dra"fl:. which 
- · and studi~d for reyi"sion purposes. · 
• 
can· be taken away 
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' _f. .; 
' Heet Jliii. Le&&QD 2~ 
During this session, each student will. revis~ the 
essay anq print a copy at th"end of class • • I 
. ~ . 
. week •IX: Lesagn 25 
·~ · . f :~~~9 the _fii:at· ·~hirty minutes of this Sessi!'n, the 
st~ent will sit ~ith a writing par~ner. Each ~tudentl 
r . ' 
will examine his/her partner • s paper and JJuggest possible 
• • • • •• • • 
changes. · The. final twenty minutes of this period will 
• • • t • • 
be devoted to making final re\r is.ions ~nd printing the final 
. ·. . . . . " . 
.. 
copy· ·for submission. 
·. 
1~ week IX. Lesson 26. 
. . 
Thi~cture ·will' deal with resume writing •. •oiscuss ' 
' '- . . .---
_the typ_es ·of information to· be· include_d in a resume and 
' . the format tp b.e .followed·. It would be helpful to have 
some sample resumes to share with the -class • . -Discuss the 
. ' ').• 
importance of considering one • s .au_dience he~e. Encourage 
the use- of strong acti~e verbs to present a pic~re : o£ · 
. ...... ' . . 
. • f"'-- . 
·. compe~nce and efficiency"· 
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During this session, -each student will organi~e the 
personal data .for a resume and enter ~he resume on the 
. I 
99 
compu~er. · The · instructor will be available to give . 
. ·•· 
, . 
as'Sistance where needed. A rough draft .of the resume 
will ,be printed at the end of class and taken, aw~y · to 
. . I , 
be studi~d (or re~ision .purposes. 
·: 
WJ=ek· 'X. . Les·so.n .2.8 .. •. . ·' 
During this l'esson, the student will make revisions 
. .. 
to the resume and' p·rint a final copy·,for submission • 
. \ 
Week X •.. - Lesson 29 
t• -~ ' . ~ 
\ Sin·ce the letter of applicat~on is included with the 
. 
resume when one applies for a job, this would be a good ' 
• place \:Q introduce letter writing. This. p'eriod will be 
spent discussing both business and ·friendly letters. 
. . 
-Discuss the t/Ypes of infor111ati~n to · be . contained in 
-~ach and th.e importa~ce of ~sider ing 1one '•s audience 
./ ,. whf!n one writes lett~ rs • . The letter · of application 
/ . 
\ will. be examined closely. Stress the fact that information 
. . .. . . . 
• • • • t 
must be re~eyant and accurate in .his type ~f l~tter • 
. . Si1_1ce _. the r_esume . lis~s all s_pecific facts, . the cover~ng 
·-
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le~ter may be brief but must be very carefully written. 
The potential employer forms a first impression when 
he/she reads the covering letter. If , he/she is not 
impressed, the r~sume may not be read at all. 
I • 
Week X;. Les,on ~0 ·. 
DUring this session, each student will write a rough . 
• • • M. 
draft .of a -l~tte~· of application and s·ave it on his/her 
• . ·-1"-
personal diri. ·· Q.ave the student· print .the _ ro\fgh draft 
\ 
a11d take it ~ome to be studied for revision purposes. 
-




Lesson 31 · 
During this· class, students will revise,. ·examine, 
"'") 
and· furthe 'r ~evis~ . the ~etter of appl ic.a.tion. ~t the 
. . . . . . 




.Week XI. ·Lesaon 32 . . 
. . ,;::· 
Return the letters, together wfhi. suggestions for 
\ 
revision to ~he students. Have students spend this class 
. . 
ti~e revising and producing a final c-opy • . This copy will. 
be' ·submitted "for evaluation •. 
... . 
! -·\ 
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Week XI. Lesson 33 
This l .ec;_ure will deal with two other types of business 
letters - the letter of inquiry and the ~etter of 
complaint. Use the large moni~or toalsplay samples ~f 
I 
both good and poor correspondence. · .i.ead . the gr.oup -in a 
. • • I 
discus~ion of eacti \YPe of letter~ 'Point out the us~ 
of clear, d'irect, and s).mple language • 
•• 
. . 
·.Week ·xrr, Lesson 34 
0 ' 
· ·· ' · · Have the students writ e . either a ·letter· ~of inquiry 
or a l ·etter of complaint. :Provide the stud~nts with . 
• ~ituations which would require such a letter. Provide 
names and ·aadr~sses for the · student. Have each student 
- ' print a rough draft to be submitted at the end of the 
session. 
• Week XII. Lesson 35 
Return correc:.ted letters to the·students. Have them 
~·· ' 
spend this class period revising and .producing a f~nal 
draft to be submitted· for evalua~i~n • 
• ·r· 
Week XI I, · LessOn 36 · 
~ This period will be·. used to write and revise a Crien.dly 
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102 
will· be different here because of. the different: audience 
be~~g . addressed • . ~ncourage students to make the letter 
I • 
light and lively but informative. · Have each student 
. print a rough draft of · his/her letter and take it· away J 
. / ,' ' . l 
to be revised. 1 
.. . 
' \ Week XIII. · Lesson·· 37 
ouiing. this J;er_fod, each s 'tudent will revise and · 
print a ..fina~ copy· of ~his/her frien~iy 'letter. 
Week XIII . Lesson 38 
. 
This lecture will deal with the following points: 
~) what a memo is, 
b) · the types o'f information i .t should contain, 
c) 
d) 
si~uat·~ons cal'ling for. a memo, 
the similarities and diffetences between,a memo 
and a -business l'etter, and 
• 
e) the_· ne_9es.qity for clarity and precision. 
,· .. ·1;. <, lft\rb_ughout this lesson, samples of memos will b~ displayed 
'I , , • . • 
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Week XIII. Lesson 39 
' Provide ~tud~nts with a liar of ' situations which 
might r.equi,r~ ·a ·memo. Have studepts: 
' . 
a) (aelect a situation, · · 
b) write a memo, 
exchan~e writing.wit~ a partner for proofreading_ 
.. 
and editing .. , 
. . 
d) : . revise memo, and 
e) print and submit memo at the end of the'sess~on • 
' . . 
Week XIV. Lesson 49 
. . . 
The next five lessons· will be 'spent on report _writing. 
Since many job situation~ require that reports be submitted 
. / . . . ... . . . . . . 
periodically, this is a ~ery · important skill ' to acquire. 
. .' 
This lecture will deal with: 
a) what·:.,a report is, 
. "': .. ~ · 
b) )inds of i~formati_on·· ~ontain d .in a rep<?rt<y 
c) si~~al:ions cailing ' for a r.ep rt, 
" - .. 
d) the necessity for clarity a d precision, and 
e) the importance of · knowing · he audience to be 
addressed. '- · 
-- -Hav~ SAJ!lple r'eports avai-lab~e for students to exami_ne 
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·week xty. Lesson "41, ~ , _· I • 
. ' 
Students will spend this class period in the library 
researching information ' f .or a short .rep~rt. ) 
.week xxy,- Lesson 42, . . 
.. 
. \ I • 
· . Have students use th~- 'infotmat,J.on as ' gathered 
~ - ., . .., 
-c~mpile a short report. · Stu_d_ents wil'l pr·i!lt a copy 
the e~d of. this period. Th~ ·report will. be 'taken 
studied fot:· revision purposes. ; 
Week XV· Lesson 43. 
. 
Have· stud.ents make revisions .to the repor.t and print 
a copy for · further revision. · 
Week Xy. Lesson ~ 
During this period the ·report will be ·shared with 
teachers and peers. 
further r~visions • 
Week XV, Lftsson .45 
Students will note suggestiogs for 
104 
Have ~~u(lents make final revisions to the re~_ort, · 
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Week XVI. Lesson 46 















.. ~ 3 
.. · 
. ,._ .. 
.. .. . 
. . . 
. ... 
·' . \: . 
•' . 
..... : 
.'d) re-creation ~f · an experie~c~ • * • • • 
.. 
View and ,discuss s.ome samples of creative writ~ing. Discuss . -
·· the use of fig~~ative language an~ the avoidan~~ of cliches~ . · 
"'-. .-·-... . 
. ' 
Wu..liie.a.ek~· XQ.X.V,.I .... _Lw:e&liit.s.liil.s¥-on~.~...,;4.._7,_ ., 
Have the students p/uce a short .essay while keeping 
in mind the aspects o~ creative writing. 1 Instr~ct the 
. . . 
. . 
students to use figurative languag_e and to avoid _cliches. 
Have students print their essays at-the ~nd of class and 
' 
take them home to work on revisio~a. 
"' Week XVI. LeSson 4 8 
. ' ..... 
This period will be 'spent in revising. and produci~g 
a final copy of the essay to ·be submitted .at the end of 
class. 
. . 
Microcomputers offer important advantages to students 
. ) 
. 
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' .. encourages ·students to produce text and then ptovldes . 
. . . 
' 
. . 
~hem quick help iri . shaping, formatting, . . and polishing •.. 
... 
.J_ 0 
.. their work • 
::.;: . · ·· . . . . . In this . techno·l :ogical .. .- ~·ociety·~ ·.the introduct-ion·· o.f . 
I , • o ,, . - 1 , ,', ' • ' • • ' ____ ..... • o 
· .. ::- · ·. · · · · · · the .··c~ioputei:~· .al~o:':p~ovides · the ~aree~-orlented· .. student ; ... ·· .: .... . : ... . .. · .. -- . . . . . . ·. . • .. ·. . . . , 
, , ,G • • • •, • • ,. • ' I • ' o .·, • o : I , ' • • , : : • ' "' ':· • o ,' ' I I ' o o II • ' ' ' ,• 
~·.-·.· .· with :an · additional s·kill .to· be ·.used ·.'in 'the work ·place. 
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<.-:-~·;: .. · .. : . -. ~< ·: . ·.-. ·: of_ th_~s n'ew:_ te'c~noi~~y-_ ~rll .. fl~d the ex'pe~iert~~ --~0 ·_be~ ~ost ~: :;·~--~-~- .· 
~ • 0 '·. • • .. • • • •• :. • : -
.., ·. · :._. rewarding. 
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. . "·. 
Dear Administrator a . \ " 
. 'I ain a· maste~&- ~and~~at~•in Curriculum and Instruction 
,at Memorial U~iv~rsity o~!Newfouildland.- This quest~o~naire 
is an attempt to s~rvey adult education instructors across 
Canadl- ~o :d~ermirie how compll~ers -·~x:,e presently b.eing used 
in tlfe a· rea of .writing. · It~ - hoped.i that the information 
coll'ected can be used as. a basis ·for a thesis.· 1 • 
I woul .d ap-preciate it if you W9Uld di1$tribute the 
,.enclosed questlo_nnair;e to Engli'str instructors at either. 
, ·the Adult · Basic : Educational level· or the · Post Secondary 
level ·.(exc.luding Busi~ess Education P'rograms) • 
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The -attached . questionnair~ is an. attempt to survey 
adult education across Cana.da to determine how computers 
~ are presently: being used in the· area of writing. I hope 
to be· able to use . the information collected as a basis fot 
a thesis . Please compl~te Section · I and EITHER Section II 
·(if a computer- i~ being use) OR Sectio'fi'III· (if _a _ computer 
is not be•ing used) ; , _ . . · . _ 




· Any addi~ional comments you wish to make are welcorn_e·d. • 
Thank you for your .participation Ji'n this · survey. An early 
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Section 1 - . 
Please check the appro~riate response. 
1. Type of institution: 
a) Community CQilege 
b) Vocati,onal Training Centre 







• Please specify ___ 
-· 2. Size of class (es): 
a) fewer than 15 
b) 15-2() 




3. Level taughta 




b) Vocationai ~- (l 
c) Post-secondary · l l 




Familiarity with computer~~ 
a) I have completed ·formal_courses 
b) I consider myself. self-taught 
c) I have very little familiarit~ with .computers 
0 • 
















of computer used: 
Apple · [) 
commodore . [ J 
IBM . [) 
Radio Shack/ta~dy · [] 
·Texas Instruments~ .. [] 




Software being used 1 s mainiy: 
Word procesping ll 






































If you are using or have eve{ used a computer to teach writing to 
adults, please complete this section. Check ~h~ response which 
best expresses your opinion. · -
' SAa Strongly Agree A• Agree Da Disagree 
/ 
Statement / 
1. The computer is a useful tool 
for teaching writing. 
2. The use of · the computer 
.improves the s~udent's writing. 
3. Adult students are generally 
apprehensive when first exposed 






After the initial introduction, 
students generally find ~e 
process enjoyable and rewarding. 
The computer is considered 
a complement to and not a 
substitute for a teacher. 
The ease with which revision 
can be done allows for 
successive ' evaluation of 
students' work. 
Tl}.e availability of · 
a~ropriate software is a 
problem when te~ching 




SDa · Strongly Disagree 
SA A D so 
.., 
.· -rf'·, 
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Please check the appropriate response. . ' . 
·a. On the average, bow many hours per week does each student 
spend at the terminal? 
· a) 1-3 I l 
9. 
,10. 
b) 4-6 [] 
c:) 7-9 () 
d) other (] 
Please· specify . . 
The computer ·is being used 'o 
a) . retter writing [] 
teach: 
b) paragraph writing [] 
c:) essay writing () 






ratio between students and numbe~ of computers 
a) 3-l 
b) 5-l 






·'j 11.· Recommendations or suggestions for using the computer in 
,..,.. ad~lt writ~ng programs. .. 
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12. Please .use the space .below to add any commen~ about · topics 
. rai~ed in ehis questionnaire or related matters. Thank you 
for . your..:J=.o~operation. Your comments are a vital · part of 
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If you are not usJng a computer to teach writing, ,please complete 
this section. Check the· response which best expresses you opinion. 
' . ~ SAa Strongly Agree Ar:a Agree D• Disagree SD• Str·ongly Disagree 





. ~- ' lt 
. . ' 
··;. · ...... , ... , . .. 
1. 
Statement 
The computer could be a useful tool 
~or teaching writing to adults. 
~ 
SA A D so 
'· 
2. I would use a computer for .this 
pu~pose if one were available. 
3. The general use of the computer to 
teach writing to adults will be 
realized in the next five years • ' --------------------~-------------1~------------------------ ·' 
4. 
s. 
In your opinion, why is the computer not being used in your 
program? 
a) Lack of funds (] 
b) Lack of staff training [] 
c) · Lack of suitable software [ l - ...- ' 
,.d) Resistance of faculty [ J 
e) .~ Resist.ance of administration [] 
f) Other ~,- [) ,. 
Please specify 
• 
Please use the space below to add any ;omments about t~pia~ 
raised in this questionnaire or related .matters. Thank~u ~ 
for yo·ur co-operation. Your comme.nts are a v ita~art of 
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Appendi-x B: Addftional Comments 
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ADDITIONAL COIUIBRTS PROJI ROH-USBRS 
Please use space below to add any c;oaenta about topics 
raised· 'in ~lila 'questionnaire or relat~ utters. Thank· 
I ,. 
you for your co-operatio~. Your co-enta are a 'vital 
part of this research project. 
The computer would be especi'ally valuable in 
encouraging self-editing. 
I would b~ coneernf) that in the type of class I am 
teaching that too. much tilt\e would be spent on learni~g 
~ 
'how to use the computer' than time on writ 
I 
After all, the time alloted to go from grade 
10 is only 7 .s months · - year maximum. In bftis · 
,..,.,. 
- - .... --- # 
sltuation, I would use a computer but only nominally. 
I am planni.ng to incorporate computers into the 
English Communication program. 
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Additional co.-ants (non-user) continued 
' . /. . 
We have never considered the ,use of the computer in 
. . 
our reading/writing progr~m, }a(gely ·because .the 
number of students would not justify the cost, nor 
I 
have·· we been convinced of the value of the software 
available. 
"-'" .. 
----.. - f 
User friendly microcomputers are at present to~ 
~xpensive ~or general use • 
I WQUld suggest that post-seconda·~y students who are 
not taught ~o compose with computer assistance will 
be improperly prepared for employment by most large . 
companies. 
I 
Our school is planning to implement computer-assisted 
training within the next two ·years. 
• 
We are just ~king and planning our way into 
this field. Some staff members are t~king classes 
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Additional coaaents (non-u~er) continued 
-
. 
I have some students who use a computer to do their 
!ssay~ and the quality of th~ir work is much better. 
Therefore they achieve. a higher grade. The computer 
is a p~sitive training 'aid and I hope to make more 
use of the \~omputers in our school in the future • 
. The ~oiute~ could be a :aeful t~ol, but not the only 
tool for teach~ng writing. The human element is . 
important when deal~ng with the skills of writing;, 
reading . and speaking. 
• • 
I believe that as computers become more user friendly, 
· they will become much more widely used by writing 
.. 
. . . 
.. . 
__ ... ... .- - .. . 
instructors. 
The problem appea·rs to be · that Hllmanitles faculty 
. . . 
just don't see the computer as being relevant to 
their interests or their jobs. So they ignore it. 
There may well be some computer phobia involved • 
• 
Budget - lack --of funds is thsil problem as well ·as 
• ·.4:1 
leadership by admin1.stration to give priority to such 
te,ching ·tools. 
• . . .... : 1;' .! •. , ... ' ~ : 
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Addltonal ~o-ents · (non-user) continued 
Computer J>rograms· could be used f ·or ·such things · as 
" drill-and-practice of grammar skills, or sentence 
structuring, but the student would need adequate time 
to de,vote to these activities • 
~ 
136 





consuming for ,many students. Not enbugh software 
' . 
. . 
aim~d at ABE s'tudents at basic literary level. We 
. ' 
. are. expecting two C-64 computers wibhifr the next few , 
months. I may have more to say at that time • 
• 
I would be interested in learning more about the use 
• . . 
of the 90mputer in teaching composition. I've read 
• l 
several favourable reports on its use in compos! ti.()n, 
# • 
but at this point I know very little about it. 
Best of luck with you MA studiesl. 
This is the .lst year that I've used a computer- :I 1ve 
. ' ' . founp it very useful for preparing class materials 
' 
etc. Our college .is planning a remedial learning 
. . . 
center (using ·computers), but not all staff members 
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Additonal co .. ents (non-user) continued 
-. 
I 
I have observed several classes where -~he comp_uter 
wari'ii use. In most cases 1 t was being used a~ ~ 
•excuse• for ~ teaching·.-::-: .Thoqght processes -and 
organization which are the most important componen~s 
' t . 
,of writing have to be taught/learned through discussion 
. . ' 
and ex~mple. toftware-for some of the mecha-nics may 
be useful, however. .. 
.. 
, 
we are hoping to have a sma~l computer writing lab 




. ; ,.,., .. ' 
I have been asked aloRg with. another . i.nstructor--to 
.. 
look into the possibility of using computers in ~he 
English programme at Niagara College. My interest 
is in using the computer as an aid in·, our letter 
, 
I. writing · course for business students.. Ray is 
considering the use of computer pre-writlng,software 
for our basic writing (Freshman English) courses • 
• Currently we are considering ttle Sheridan College 
..... ' 
Prewriter programm_e, and the Writer's Workbenc~ 
,, . 
fo~ editing purposes. ! .. would appreciate receiving 
a 'copy of , your survey findings if you will be 
making them avai-lable. 
. 1? 
• -. :> 
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Additional · coaents (non-us~r) I conEiilu~d 
- I feel word ~roCessing woul~ e.\h. nce student interest 
in writing . \ ·~ 
I 
we obtained 7 RainbDws to be used in the classroom 
but the facul t y voted to ive them upl 
' . 
• 
1•. .. \... ' 
I would like to see mor inseivice· training o~ 
. -
comput;ers. .since I have n~t had . any -~per ience I 
feel a little hesitant· t ·o bEt'Jin • 
I • 
I • ve referred appropriate Software to Adminis~-~ation 
- . 
but was told high cost of such packages as . opposed 
to cost o~ traditional English bextbooks is a negative 
.... 
factor. Key reasons for non-use are (1) co~t (2) 
logistics· ~f schedul~ng-(JT 1 traditional view or-
Engiish lecture type ciasses.- \ · · 
Good luck with your wor;k 1 
... .. -----' I 
t 'l'he logistiQS 11j.nvol ved ~n c(1~uter taught writing 
•are ~oo horrendous to contempl te here. We have 20+ 
... 
~ ( ' . 
. . 
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4Additional co.aenta (non-user) Continued 
·I 
. 
sectioqs @ 27 bodies in the fall aemeaterl Unless 
., 
we had a rninimum ... of 8 iooms·with at least 15 consoles, 
we couldn't get startedl 
~ · • • 
. . . J , . 
The· 'full potential of the comp.uter to adult edb~~l:ion 
. ' 
will only be real !zed when the necessary hardware • 
and software are put in place. . . ~ 
,. 
I .am extremely enthu_aiastic about the po&l\libilities 
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-ADDI~IORAL COIUIBJft'S PR_OJil COIIPO'l'BR OSBRS· 
Jtec:o ... nclationa or suggestions for using tbe c:oiiputet. in 
( • 0 
. ' 
adult writing prograaa. 
.. 
. 
The computer should be used as early as possitile in 
• 






I don·• t know about other kinds of wr i~ing, but I know 
aboUt j 'ournalism. Computers are essential and should 
I 
• 0 
be_ u41d. exclusi~ly. •. · 
0 • • 
., . .. . 
Stud4!'nts need-basic introductory courses in keyboarding 
"" • ~ ~ 0 
to help cut ~typing• 'tim_; • . 
... . . "', 




ions students should b.f.amiliar wit:b the 
·processing system,_ so they·can concentrate on edit\ng. 
.. • 0 • 0. • 0 
-- -
we USe the Computer to teach a Ul)it on word processing 
\o our.stud~nt_a. · . We then insist that some assignments . 
• 0 0 
~are d.~ne on the word :processor . throughout . the _term ~ 
• ... 0 0 ' 
We attempt t~ overcome ~heir iQsecurity about . 
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Additonal coaaents fro• co!lpute.r users. continued 
,,..._·. 
\ '<--., 
w~. use the comput~r in the writi~linic. We do 
not find drill and practice programs helpful.) 
-. 
"\Essentially·, we fiqd the u.se of a word processor, 
combined with ,tutoring, to be most effectile 'in 
.- ... 
helpigg . students w~th a variety. P~ .. '!!.riti~ problems. 
I , t, 
/ Skill and care must be . :a~f i~ ··i.~troduc~n~ adult~ 
to computers. I try to help them understand the 
• 
' 
machine · and b~gin doi ng somethi~g us~tul and 
• impressi~e . in the~firs~ hour. Ref~nements can 
come later . 
4 • 
Students in basic courses in writing would benefit 
great~y.....if they had access to a word processor du.r ing 
' . 
all stages of writing. 
r . 
pO~ , • , 
Com~rs enter into all stages of composi~g process z 
. . 
~ in the prewriting stage in the form of dialogues 
r . 
perhaps or -brainstorming' in writing stage in form 
· of word processing, in revising stage as editor 
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• Additional co.-ants f~ c~~uter ua~ra continued 
Uae a simpl~-wo.rd processing program and ensure that 
-~ . , .. 
t .he (nstructor -is available at the begin~ing t~ av.oid 
fru.stration. 
!.,. • 
. - .~ . . 
I·bav"a couple of articles out on·wr.iting and teaching 
writin~\ith computer.sz CC, 3~ .(Ma~ 1983), 149-551 
ERIC microfilet~ ED 246 '43Q 1 and a third in Computers 
--and Compositton: · ~elected Papers •••. (April 1984), 
pp 67-93 (published in Minneapolis). Lhave noted 
. . \ . 
. ·some suggestio.na in those articles that you might 
. - . 
find helpful. 
Please use . the apace below to add any couents about 
topics raised in tbia questionnaire or related aatters. 
. . 
Thank you for your c~operation. Your coaaents are a 
vital part of tb18 research project. ' , 
- .. we are currently teaching appr-oximately 6,000 students 
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Additional co .. enta froa co~uter uaera continued 
Students must enjoy computers to see the value of 
the word processor in order to be motivated to use 
. 
• 
a computer in his own time. Some )tudents can edit 
t 
better when using a computer. I see little vaiue 
in using W.P's to. teach writing until comp~ters are 
' . 
· cheaper. The Toshiba portable computer, available 
. I 
in Au.stralia, but not here, is ; the type of. machine 
that holds promise for the future. -· 
I think a real selling job must be 9one wlth many 
of the older and more traditional instructors 
before the computer wil~be ~se~ successfully in 
many Adult Basic Education classes. 
'-'? 
I have used .word processing only ;s an' op~onal 
method of transcription. tt .would require 1:1 ratio 
of computer to students to use ~his in the classroom, . 
' ' . . . . . .' . \ 
\ and the l'ack of keyboard :'skills on tb_~ part. of most 
.... " 
students is a dis~dyantage. •writer's Workbench• . 
~ -- , " 
' ' .. is a rairly sophist~cat~d ed~ting pr~gra~ put .out 
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Additional co.-ants froa co.puter users continued 
r . 
·. ~ ~ ~ The special editing fu~~tions mean more.pride with 
and attention to the final drafts of pr_ojects·. ~ut 
of 120 sthd~nt~ in my classes only 3 are not ·enjo~ng 
computers • . 
. . 
Good luck! · Keep me posted Qn the results of your 
• 
research! Ron ~dams- Sottt~st Communi~y College • 




of yo~u tesearch proposal - and, of ·: course, . th~ 
r~suits. Cariboo College just hdsted ~ successful 
inter-provincial confe{ence on computers ,nd 
_ _.........___ . 
Language Arts. We intend ~o host an internatio~al 
. 
I convention next year • 
' r 
* ~ 
Good luck ~ith your thesis · ~orkl 
I'm afraid that you have caught me just_ two weeks 
. .... ~ 
' 
' 
i • r4 ~nto ntroducing word processing to my. ~dents. 
Because I am a •coilVe~t •, however,· I have high hopes 
. ,,• 
' 
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Additional co.aents f~oa co~uter users· continued 
I 
.-




One of the si~ni·ficant values '<>f the computer is that 
it increases ·student confidence. Since mistakes are 
... 




concentrat~n the writing .process. 
/ ... 
. ! p ~. . 
Sqme kind of central source of information regarding 
t 
0 
spftware available to tea~hers : is urgently nered • 
is great because stu~ents get 
a hice, .cl an typed copy of what they have written 
• • • 
- .they ~eem to like it better .than writing their 
stories out by hand. 
I am working on my masters • as well. Your topic 
I ~ . 
sounds ver~ interesting. Good luck i (Karen Ridley) 
First, t .his is an exceJ.Ilent idea. C~n we\ improve on · 
, it by getting together a data exchange C.Using modems) 
of the surv~y.·r~~derits? I know so~e-.p~rams must . ' 
be doing ~at .~.h_-ings, ·but I don't know about who J' 
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